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Executive Summary
Fifty years ago, Elizabeth Wright-Ingraham, a
Colorado-based architect, and her lively community
of thinkers, writers, and fellow professionals,
looked across a rapidly changing global landscape
and saw a need for educating aspiring engineers,
architects, landscape architects, and planners about
the environment. These interdisciplinary thinkers
envisioned the approaching challenges of the 21st
century as existential threats to humanity and the
planet. Projected population growth and migration,
rapid economic globalization, and the environmental
challenges that accompanied this growth
represented unprecedented challenges to achieving
sustainability.
In the 1960s, the educational programs of design and
engineering schools, indeed most graduate studies
across many disciplines, placed little focus on the
kind of knowledge that was going to be required to
address the unfolding era of large-scale, humaninduced changes to natural systems.
Now, especially with the existential threats of climate
change, pandemics, and increasing displacement of
people in conflict areas, systems-based thinking and
creative, innovative strategies are needed to stay the
course of achieving sustainability.
In 2017, the Wright-Ingraham Institute began
rebuilding a new educational agenda inspired by the
workshops conducted at its Running Creek Field
Station (Elbert, Colorado, USA) during the 1970s and
1980s. A new group of educators, including alumni
from the Institute’s formative years, and colleagues
and students of those alumni, offered proof that the
interdisciplinary and integrative studies models that
were put to the test in Colorado in those founding
years are now more relevant and necessary than
ever. Field Stations program participants are now
working to evolve and adapt those models to realize
new professional and educational opportunities.
During summer 2019, 10 graduate-level students
from a range of disciplines and colleges and
universities around the world brought their knowledge
and enthusiasm for learning to an intensive 30-day
workshop in Colombia, South America. Starting
in Bogotá with students and faculty introducing
themselves to one another, the group was briefed
by national leaders in sustainable agriculture,
community participation in urban planning,
national economics, sustainability concepts, land
ownership, and use. They toured Bogotá’s innovative
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architecture, national libraries, and geography
museum to gain an overview of national ecology and
natural history. Professor Andrea Pinochet (University
of Oslo/University of Hong Kong) presented
the history of science and scientific method of
observation and study. She then tasked students
with identifying an object that they could observe
and document throughout the workshop. Many of
the students’ initial finds blossomed into workshop
projects by the end of the month.

mapping techniques of Ian McHarg’s Design with
Nature (1969), and the award-winning work of architect and urbanist Alejandro Echeverri and EAFIT, participants quickly saw how city planners and service
providers could keep informal settlements out of unbuildable, unsafe areas. Previously squatters in these
favelas were driven out by flooding and landslides
and then herded into high-rise public housing projects
that perpetuated the same high-crime, low-amenity,
limited mobility life they were living.

During the next three weeks, students and faculty
traveled a transect that started at the headwaters
of the Magdalena watershed east of Bogotá then
west through the hot, dry agricultural areas near
Honda and Armero to the Zona Cafetera and bamboo
forests near Manizales. Professor David Gouverneur
of the University of Pennsylvania led a whirlwind tour
of Medellín’s informal settlements and introduced us
to university and design/planning firms who continue
to make Medellín a role model of sustainable
development.

The majority of residents in these barrios now have
access to full services and the mobility to seek jobs,
culture, sports and education throughout the city.
Public and private investments in infrastructure,
schools, community centers, parks, libraries and
daycare centers have reduced crime and violence
substantially while boosting local economic opportunities and enhancing sociability. Teens and young
adults starting families are choosing to stay in these
neighborhoods and improve housing and services
instead of moving up the housing market to more
affluent neighborhoods. Installing public transit and
gondolas between city centers and informal settlements provided residents access to jobs and economic opportunities that can reduce income inequality and instability.

The study tour continued for the next 10 days with
intensive lectures in landscape ecology and analysis,
entomology, microbiology, avian ecology, music,
subsistence farming, the history of infrastructure,
selected readings by nature authors, and archeology. Professor Michael Ben-Eli, founder of The
Sustainability Lab and Project Wadi Attir, gave three
lectures on applied systems dynamics and his definitions of sustainability. Later Professors Nicholas
Pevzner and Stephanie Carlisle from the University of
Pennsylvania helped students visiting nearby towns
read and analyze regional landscapes and interview
local stakeholders. They examined how the unique
biodiversity of the Río Claro karst formations and
tropical rainforests intersected with intensive marble/
cement mining and processing, local ranching, and
ecotourism. The workshop closed at the finca (farm
estate) of the Arosemena family near La Ceja outside
of Medellín. Here students synthesized their notes
and drawings into the projects that are presented in
this report.
Reviewing student and faculty notes and projects,
many insights into the future of rural settlements
in Colombia emerged. Both Bogotá and Medellín/
Manizales are expected to have a large influx of
displaced populations from rural areas to their border
areas over the next 30 years. By examining Medellín’s
urban systems and plans that applied the innovative

Workshop participants saw how channelizing
Colombia’s rivers and stormwater systems and the
lack of secondary wastewater treatment throughout
the Magdalena watershed increases downstream
public health and environmental risks. Yet cities like
Bogotá and Medellín are creating new public facilities (convention center and waterfront parks shielded
from the rivers) that catalyze new development.
Meanwhile, episodes of poor air quality threaten the
health of vulnerable populations with respiratory disease and force alternative driving days for commuters. The national government legislates initiatives to
reduce harmful emissions of pollutants while balancing national energy production needs and exports. It’s
not exactly clear who has the lead role in conserving
biodiversity. National leaders clearly have their work
cut out to achieve environmental sustainability.
Outside of the Río Claro Bioreserva in nearby pueblos,
students saw the stark contrasts in social well-being
and public services between a company town outside
of a marble mining cement kiln and a town dependent on local ranching and small-scale cooperative

mining and startup ecotourism. They visited the
historic pueblo of Santa Fe de Antioquia, where weekenders from Medellín jostle with local mining and
ranching families to sustain one of Colombia’s most
important colonial towns and a World Heritage site.
Several field-based discussions led by professors and
lecturers from local universities and Juan Fernando
(Justo) Arosemena, Research Director of the
Fundación Amazonas, immersed students in observing and understanding the complex relationships
among flora and fauna and the rich biodiversity and
archaeological legacy of the Reserve. From the mid1980s through the early 2000s, the Magdalena medio
region surrounding the Río Claro Bioreserva was embroiled in conflict between guerrilla factions, paramilitaries and the Colombian armed forces. Its proximity
to the Bogotá-Medellin highway and dense forests
made Río Claro and surrounding areas strategic hubs
for civil war. Although mining concessions were allocated to companies in the Río Claro area starting in
1980, some environmentalists credit the conflict with
conserving this part of Colombia’s important biodiversity and natural resource base.
During the closing session of the workshop, students
and faculty expressed a range of views about the
future of rural settlements in Colombia. Depopulation
and the reliance on unsustainable industries to
support their basic economies pose economic
challenges. Climate change, natural disasters, and
public health emergencies challenge agriculture and
subsistence farming. At the national level, Colombia’s
six major urban areas continue to incorporate
settlements at their fringes. Major exports such as
coffee, oil, flowers, and minerals will face increasing
competition in global markets. Stable government
leadership and increasing foreign investments in a
more diverse economy and conserving Colombia’s
rich biodiversity will drive rural settlements toward a
more sustainable future.
The Wright-Ingraham Institute encourages interested
readers to visit our website and contribute thoughts
and comments on this report.

KEVIN BONE, ACTING PROGRAM DIRECTOR
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Over the last several decades, we have witnessed
the synergistic impacts of population growth and
increasing industrialization, natural resource
depletion, global conflict, and economic upheaval.
We are at great risk of losing the natural systems
upon which life depends. These compounding
transformations have created problems that many in
the sciences, social sciences, economics, and health
fields believe compromise the viability and promise of
the human enterprise. These are not problems that will
manifest later in the 21st century; they are unfolding
today, impacting the well-being of communities from
the family unit to nation states. These problems need
to be addressed by the consolidated efforts of the
global community, working at all levels, unified in their
commitment to living within Earth’s biological and
physical resource limitations.

T H E W R I G H T- I N G R A H A M I N S T I T U T E ’ S
PEDAGOGICAL MODEL

Education is key to sharing this lesson and to
nurturing the community of those committed to
exploring and cultivating sustainability. Our economic
systems, our energy systems, our agricultural
models, the way we build our cities, our transportation
networks—they are all subject to re-evaluation in
the context of rapidly changing global environmental
predicaments. Just as we must change our thinking in
these and countless other areas of life, we will have to
rethink our current educational models.
But teaching sustainability concepts poses complex
questions beset by entrenched obstacles. Higher
education, like many of our societal institutions, is
highly specialized and stove-piped in many individual
disciplines. Institutions can be slow to evolve.
This report illustrates how the Wright-Ingraham
Institute’s innovative teaching models that were
imagined and tested in the 1970s and 1980s continue
to offer creative ways to observe and understand the
natural and human-made systems that sustain us.
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Fifty years ago, Colorado-based architect Elizabeth
Wright-Ingraham and her lively intellectual community
of academics and fellow professionals looked across
the rapidly changing global landscape and saw a
need for a more effective approach to environmental
studies for aspiring engineers, architects, landscape
architects, and planners. Interdisciplinary thinkers
of that era like Kenneth Boulding, Barry Commoner,
Buckminster Fuller, John McHale, and E.F.
Schumacher envisioned the approaching challenges
of the 21st century as existential threats to humanity.
The projected population explosion, impacts of
increased industrialization, and environmental
problems that would come with this growth
represented unprecedented challenges. In the
1960s, the programs of design schools—indeed, the
programs of most schools and most disciplines—
placed little focus on the kind of knowledge that was
going to be required to address this unfolding era
of large-scale, human-induced change to natural
systems.
The Field Stations educational model focused on
integrative, place-based studies built around the
natural sciences and systems thinking. Programming
was structured to prepare students across a
wide range of disciplines to be better equipped to
contribute the imagination, knowledge, vision, and
problem-solving skills required for meeting the
environmental challenges of the future. The WrightIngraham Institute’s programs were an experiment
to address emerging environmental concerns of the
time.
In 1985, after 15 remarkable years, the Institute’s
programs were suspended. Financial resources and
the broader social support needed for independent
educational initiatives were fading during the Reagan
era, and the founders determined that it was time to
move on. The Institute was largely mothballed for the
next 20 years.

E li z abet h Wr i ght - I ngr aham a n d Fra n k Mil l e r a t Ru n n in g Cre e k
Fi eld S t at i on

“The workshops are directed towards
the scientific observation of the animate
and inanimate environment of the Field
Station location and the relationships
of that site to the larger bioregion or
watershed. A wide range of disciplines
are introduced at the Field Station.
All studies are developed around the
key principles of the physical sciences,
the earth sciences, the life sciences,
abstract systems, cultural systems, and
language.”
W R I G H T- I N G R A H A M I N S T I T U T E P R O G R A M
C O U R S E D E S C R I P T I O N , 1970s
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“Due to its unique interdisciplinary, place-based
structure, [this program] remains one of the most
formative educational opportunities I’ve ever
experienced.

Field Statio n s 20 1 9 p a r tic ip a n ts p a u s e fo r l u n c h a fte r ex plori ng t he R í o C l aro Valley.

R E V I TA L I Z I N G T H E M I S S I O N
The environmental dilemmas of the 21st century
have proven to be even more difficult to manage and
of greater consequence than projected during the
years when the Wright-Ingraham Institute (WII) was
founded. Many educators are concerned that our
current models of higher education are so disciplinecentric and narrowly focused that we are not properly
preparing ourselves to address the complex problems
we face. A systems-based approach to problemsolving, of the sort envisioned by the founders of
the Wright-Ingraham Institute, seems an unlikely
outcome of many of our modern curricula. Architects,
designers, planners, industrialists, economists,
lawmakers, journalists—in truth, all professions—
benefit from a deeper understanding of the natural
world. The reality is that many students may have
only a limited knowledge of ecology, natural systems,
and the earth sciences, and that these gaps in their
preparation leave them unequipped for the demands
of the future. But such ecology-based studies are
rarely part of modern curricula already loaded with
other study requirements.

3
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Starting in 2010, a core group of former students and
staff began to explore the possibility of renewing the
Institute’s mission. Initially, the Institute’s directors
settled on a modest grant program of financial
support for educators and innovators whose work
aligned with the original mission of the WII. The
Institute also produced educational programs with
other schools. By the fall of 2015, the Institute’s
directors began discussions to explore ways to
reengage and renew its educational mission in a
more substantive way.
The case for pursuing new educational approaches
in our current era is clear. New and innovative
approaches to understanding the interface of human
and natural systems are needed. These demands
offer a framework for applying the Institute’s Field
Stations study model in a new context while traveling
through Colombia, as a means of observing its rich
biodiversity and rapidly-changing socioeconomic and
political systems.

Having just graduated from a formal three-year
master’s program, Field Stations served as both
an invaluable supplement and refreshing contrast,
working to augment, enhance, and reinvigorate
my personal and intellectual faculties. I valued
the interdisciplinary voices in the program…both
from participants and lecturers. At my graduate
school, interdisciplinarity extends solely across the
fields of architecture, landscape architecture, and
urban planning. Field Stations offered an expanded
community where common literacy and interest
in the topic of land encouraged partnership and
comradery… Participants gained access to new
ideas, priorities, and approaches.
Ultimately, I believe that Field Stations was a
life-changing experience for me, and one which will
inform my professional and personal trajectory for
years to come. I am so thankful for the lessons I
learned.”
K I R K G O R D O N , F I E L D S TAT I O N S 2019 PA RT I C I PA N T
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20 1 8 Fie ld Statio n s te a m p l a n n in g s e s s io n , C u r ití, Col om bi a

P L A N N I N G A N D F A C U LT Y D E V E L O P MENT WORKSHOP
The idea for a new generation of Field Station
programming was imagined as a supplemental
curriculum based generally on the Wright-Ingraham
Institute models from the 1970s and 1980s. This new
Field Stations program was, like those programs,
envisioned as an immersive, interdisciplinary,
integrative studies program, but rather than being
rooted on a single primary campus location, we
imagined that programs would take place at different
sites around the globe, chosen because they are
ecologically critical places facing rapid change, and
subsequently offering opportunities to learn about
the intersecting roles of human and natural systems.
This “roving site” model allows for the chance to
study different ecologies, geo-physical systems, and
local problem sets. It tested a working hypothesis
that integrating disciplines via a “place-based”
perspective was worth replicating.
In 2018, the Institute’s directors decided to fund a
pilot Planning and Faculty Development Workshop.
The core academic team that worked on the initial
proposals, along with a small group of advanced
student fellows and a group of supporting scientists,
stakeholders, architects, and private sector
individuals joined this workshop. We invited limited
student participation in summer 2019 and received
applications from five continents, representing
exceptionally interesting candidates working on
advanced degrees and many who were evolving
their own vision of environmentally focused, crossdisciplinary study.

5
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We convened this group to examine what a 21st
century version of the Institute’s Field Station
model might look like. We settled on several key
goals. The core idea—of placed-based education in
which focused investigations would seek a deeper
understanding of natural and human systems—
remained central. The program should bring together
participants from geographically diverse universities,
institutes, community groups, and fields of study.
The program should be affordable to all accepted
applicants, enabling the Institute to attract the
most qualified candidates while distinguishing it
from a proliferation of for-profit, academic travel
programs. Participants with backgrounds within
and beyond environmental planning and design
would gain new perspectives and the ability to
adapt a new knowledge of natural systems to the
human environment, while learning basic principles
of sustainability that support the well-being of local
economies, environments, and social systems.
This new “roving site” model offered the promise of
building a new network of Wright-Ingraham Institute
associates, who we anticipate will contribute to
future programs and advance the Institute’s mission.
We agreed that we must work to expose the students
to the ideas and practice of sustainability, requiring a
fresh eye and analytical tools.
By providing a unique educational opportunity
and learning environment grounded in a holistic
understanding of natural systems and cultural
landscapes, the Field Stations program works to
foster a sense of responsibility, and a commitment
to social equity—one that, when applied, will support
sustainability and resiliency place by place.

“Much of the current debate about
educational standards and reforms...is
driven by the belief that we must prepare
the young only to compete effectively in
the global economy. But there are better
reasons to reform education, which
have to do with the rapid decline in the
habitability of the earth. The kind of
discipline-centric education that enabled
us to industrialize the earth will not
necessarily help us to heal the damage
caused by industrialization... [We]
believe that educators must become
students of the ecologically proficient
mind and of the things that must be done
to foster such minds. In time this will
mean nothing less than the redesign of
education itself.”
D AV I D W . O R R ,

EARTH IN MIND: ON EDUCATION,
ENVIRONMENT, AND THE HUMAN PROSPECT,
(ISLAND PRESS, 2004)

The 2018 Planning and Faculty Development
Workshop was a success. The team structure and
the collective work of the group was productive and
inspiring, as were the exchanges with the local actors
and stakeholders. Programming and curriculum
development were enthusiastically, vigorously, and
passionately discussed. The main conclusion was
that the educational need for integrative studies built
around the natural sciences and systems thinking
remains as pressing today as it was in 1970 when the
Wright-Ingraham Institute experiment began. We are
now moving forward, building on those lessons.

The 2018 planni ng t eam hi kin g th e p á ra mo s
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Why Colombia?

C O M P L E X N AT U R A L S Y S T E M S

URGENT CHALLENGES

A young family rests along their walk back up to their home in an informal settlement in the hills of Medellín.

THE CASE FOR COLOMBIA

RAPID SOCIAL CHANGE

LANDSCAPES IN TRANSITION

The 2018 Planning and Faculty Development
Workshop was convened in Bogotá and Santander,
Colombia, South America. Colombia’s natural and
social settings made it a good candidate for an
inaugural program. Located on the northwestern
shoulder of South America, Colombia is the second
most biodiverse country in the world, comprising
several bio-zones: high-mountain wet forests
(páramos), Andean forests, lowland wet tropical
rain forests, and llanos or grasslands. Within
these regions, 311 distinct ecosystems have been
identified. North-south mountain corridors divide
the country, and the confluence of tropical latitudes
and high mountain altitudes has created a bountiful
expression of the complexity of nature. Importantly,
the landscapes of Colombia remain largely agrarian,
rural, or wild, but this is changing rapidly. Although a
high percentage of this land is currently undisturbed,
it is increasingly threatened by urbanization,
agriculture, climate change, and the practices of
extractive industries. Colombia presented unique
environmental and cultural settings for hosting the
Field Stations workshops.
A bot ani c al i llus t r at i on of t h e co ca p l a n t, a n imp o rta n t a n d
i lli c i t c r op i n Colombi a’s pol itica l h isto ry.
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Why Colombia?

Why Colombia?

R I A N R O O N E Y | F I E L D S TAT I O N S 2 0 1 9 | C O L O M B I A
1810
1739
Viceroyalty of New Granada Colombian Independence
established with Bogota as the
1819
capital
Formation of Gran Colombia

1848-9
Liberal and Conservative political
parties are founded
1851
Slavery is abolished

1830
Dissolution of Gran Colombia

R I A N R O O N E Y | F I E L D S TAT I O N S 2 0 1 9 | C O L O M B I A

1899-1902
Thousand Days’ War

“With more than 54,000 species registered in the
Global Biodiversity Information Infrastructure (GBIF),
Colombia shares with Brazil the first place in the
world in terms of biodiversity and is identified by the
United Nations Environment Program as one of the
17 megadiverse countries that host 70% of the world’s
biodiversity in only 10% of the territory.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
BanCO2, Conexion Jaguar, Fundacion Pantera,
DMI (Distritos de Manejo Integrado), CORNARE,
CORANTIOQUIA

RISE OF PARAMILITARES

Paramilitaries emerge to fight the guerilla and protect
private lands, aligning with the interests and territories
of large landowners and cattle ranches. These groups
displace small farmers from their lands and become
involved in the drug trade and coca cultivation.

In colonial New Granada, the Spanish Crown granted
land to colonists along with the right to demand tribute
from and force Indigenous inhabitants into labor,
primarily for agricultural production. Spanish law
legitimized a system of land occupation dependent on
subordinated workers. After the revolution, large
colonial estates became private haciendas, and many of
the systems of dependence remained in place. Agricultural productivity stayed dependent on non-landowning
laborers, aparceros, who earned a subsistence living by
sharecropping on the land.

LA COLONIZACÍON ANTIOQUEÑA

LA VIOLENCIA + COLOMBIAN CIVIL WAR

“POST-CONFLICT”

A mobilization of settlers out of existing population
centers to create new villages, settlements and farms in
land as yet unclaimed as private property. This process
awarded national “baldíos” to those who could make
the land “productive,” thus establishing a greater
number of smallholder, family farms and properties in
western Colombia than in other parts of the country.
Coffee became the primary product and formed the
basis of Colombia’s economy.

A civil war between the two
major poiltical parties, Conservadores y Liberales, displaced
hundreds of thousands of
Colombians, primarily out of the
more heavily settled Andean
states and toward the south.

Since the peace agreement, a significant
amount of Colombian territory that had
previously been excluded from state oversight,
and thus from landgrabbing, is opening to
traditional property relations. Natural areas
that had been preserved by the conflict and
land that had been banked during the violence
are now the targets of industrial development
and extraction.

The rise of the FARC and ELN in 1964
initiated a decades-long civil war that drove
further displacement and dispossession.
Many of the internally displaced moved out
of rural areas and into cities, often informally occupying land on the urban periphery.
During the violence, minifundios were often
acquired through unofficial carta venta sales
and coercion for low prices.

Colombia is:
The first country in diversity of birds and orchids
The second country in diversity of plants, amphibians,
river fish and butterflies
The third country in diversity of reptiles and palms
The fourth country in mammal diversity...”

DRUG TRADE
Proceeds from drug trade are laundered through land (specifically cattle pasture) and
gold, causing an increased demand for land for coca production and mining and a rise
in land speculation.

Production
Extraction

Production

Production
Speculation
Territory

Production
Speculation
Extraction
Conservation

sale to industrial corporation

tierra baldia

cultivation

Small Landholdings

land grant

acquistion

Land Use Value

1994
2014
Agrarian Reform Law 160,
Victims and Land Restituion Law
intended to prevent land hoarding

Cattle ranching drastically expands between 1978 and
1987 due to government policies that ease credit,
lower taxation on cattle and land and offer legal
protection for underused land.

COLONIAL ERA +
POST INDEPENDENCE

Large Landholdings

1964
FARC + ELN are founded

EXPANSION OF CATTLE RANCHING

Spanish law informed the governing and settling of the
colonies, concentrating power, land and resources in the
hands of the colonists and subjugating the Indigenous
communities through repartimiento, encomienda and
resguardo titling.

new latifundios

agroindustry,
extraction

la n
d re

stitu

tion

THE ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

violence
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tierra baldia

minifundios

minifundios

abandonment
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restoration
opportunity?

A h i s t o r i c t i m e l i n e o f l a n d u s e i n C o l o m b i a , d e v e l o p e d b y F i e l d S t a t i o n s 2 0 1 9 p a r t i c i p a n t R i a n R o o n e y.

An illustration from Colombian naturalist José Celestino
Mustis’ “Flora de la Real Expedición Botánica del Nuevo
Reino de Granada”, 18th century

Colombia is home to 1876 species of birds and
counting (since the year 2000, five new species have
been discovered), more than any other country. There
are an estimated 9150 species endemic to Colombia,
and a total of 56,000+ registered and cataloged
species of flora and fauna. Colombia has vast water
supplies, yet the contamination and mismanagement
of these supplies have led scientists to predict water
shortages within the next 30 years. Colombia has
huge potential as an important worldwide carbon
reserve—another motivation for protecting the
integrity of these rich ecosystems.

right-wing-supported paramilitary groups (both
of which were involved in drug production and
trade), and the Colombian military forced locals to
migrate to cities, both from towns and more rural
and isolated areas. As a result of this war, Colombia
has the largest internally displaced population in
the world. The environmental activities of state and
private actors, such as deforestation, mining, and the
growing of illicit crops, also take a toll on the country’s
sensitive ecosystems and cultural landscapes.

The country has a deep history that is reflected in a
diverse mosaic of cultural traditions. Colombians are
primarily descendants of indigenous groups, African

9

2016
Peace Agreement Ratified

1997
AUC forms

1948
Jorge Gaitan is assassinated

1874
Law 61 awards tierras baldias to
cultivators, sparking expansion.

CASTILIAN LAW + LAW OF THE INDIES

1994
Constitutional Reform, state obligation to
promote land access for agricultural workers

1958
National Front is established

FIELD STATIONS 2019

slaves, and Spanish colonizers, with more recent
immigration from the Middle East, Venezuela, and
other Latin American cultures. Colombia has a very
strong educational system, both public and private.
Culturally, people are characterized by their courtesy,
entrepreneurship, integrity, and accountability. While
the last three decades have seen a reduction of
poverty and an acceleration of economic growth
in most Latin American countries, the region still
has gaping social inequalities. Poverty is mainly
concentrated in the large informal settlements of
the bigger cities but also found in rural areas. Social
inequalities have been aggravated by decades of
violence and large-scale population displacement
due to natural disasters and/or forced migration.
The conflict between left-wing guerrilla movements,

A lex ander v on Humboldt ’s i llus t r at i on of
Chi mbor az o, depi c t i ng t he di v er s i t y of s pec i es
t hat i nhabi t v ar i ous elev at i ons along t he A ndes
(S our c e: Wi k i Commons )
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Field
Stations
2019
I N T E G R AT E D A P P R O A C H E S T O
U N D E R S TA N D I N G R U R A L
LANDSCAPES

The rural landscapes of Colombia, like rural regions
around the globe, are intimately shaped by both
social and natural dynamics; our capacity to
manage, improve, and care for rural landscapes
is going to be critical in our efforts to build a
sustainable world. Rural landscapes are subject
to their surrounding ecosystems and, at the same
time, are undoubtedly byproducts of human effort
and available resources. They are social-ecological
systems—tightly coupled environmental systems
in which the natural, constructed, and managed
elements of the ecosystem are intertwined to
drive environmental and social performance. It
is impossible to understand such landscapes
without looking closely at people and culture, and
the institutions and historical legacies they have
created. Likewise, a great deal can be learned
about communities, economics, and cultural
practices by looking closely at the land, bioregions,
or watersheds. Rural landscapes became our
“sampling frame” for integrating our observations
of land, bioregions, and watersheds during the
workshop.

Over the past 60 years, Colombia has been
transformed from a rural, agrarian economy
based on coffee, cattle, sugar cane, potatoes,
fruits, and vegetables to a more urban, industrial,
manufacturing, and service-based economy. In
the 2000s, Colombia’s urbanization made it one
of the fastest growing countries in Latin America,
as many people found security and opportunity in
cities. Today over 80% of the population lives in
urban areas. Most of these cities are in proximity
to productive agricultural areas, rich ecosystems,
and important watersheds. However, demographic
pressures, weak planning, and local government with
no overarching territorial, ecosystem-based plans
have led to the gradual erosion of vibrant urban-rural
and urban-natural scenarios.
Around the world, urban and rural landscapes are
subject to dramatic large-scale drivers of change,
often by external dynamics: changes in farming

technology, market variations, changes in resource
inputs, urbanization, migration, and increasingly
extreme weather resulting from climate change,
to name a few. One central principle to achieving
a regionally attuned, sustainable rural economy
is balancing ecological functions and services
with cultural practices and land and resource use.
Otherwise, the intensity of resource extraction
can quickly overcome the carrying capacity of
an ecoregion. Numerous authors have described
how national economies based on nonrenewable
resource extraction can impede long-term economic
growth and impact biodiversity and regional
environmental quality. By understanding both the
specific socio-ecological foundation of a rural
community and the larger dynamics that shape its
context, we can begin to appreciate the multitude of
interacting forces reshaping rural landscapes and
regional economies.
FS 2019 participant Emma
Podietz captures the karst
geology of Río Claro.

FS 2019 participant
Erich Wolff reimagines
green infrastructure for
residents of Jerusalén.
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Curriculum
The program was structured around six
themes that overlapped and intertwined
throughout the month-long program:
•

Developing the questions we
would address and the methods of
observation we would employ

•

Understanding the nature of
observation and representation

•

Observing landscape forms,
settlements, structures, and
functions along a transect through
the Magdalena River watershed

•

Examining the urban-rural interface
surrounding Bogotá, Manizales
and Medellín

•

Learning about natural systems from
scientists and by using landscape
analysis tools and environmental
measurements

•

Synthesizing lessons learned
through individual projects and
interviews

INTRODUCTION
J U LY 1 5 - 1 8

In the first three days, while based in Bogotá, the
capital of Colombia, we had a general orientation: the
lay of the land; political, geographic, and economic
context; and biodiversity and its vulnerabilities. We
were introduced to critical policy frameworks, all
with the objectives of gaining insights into many
different human-made and natural systems driving
central Colombia’s economy, public health, and social
well-being.
Our 10 selected students presented the work they
had been involved in prior to joining the program,
and a rotating faculty of experts in agriculture,
environmental planning, ecology, landscape
architecture, engineering, planning, disaster recovery
natural and social sciences, and business and
investment analysis contributed to discussions about
the natural and human-made systems in Colombia.
We learned about the very complex problems of
mapping this geographically challenging landscape.
Juan Jacobo Molina Restrepo presented the Rural
Archive and Territorial Project, showing us the work
his team is doing examining the dilemmas and
political implications of how land is demarcated,
deeded, and recorded. Professors Nicholas Pevzner
and Stephanie Carlisle, Program Associates in both
2018 and 2019, presented the general language of
landscape ecology and introduced the tools used to
describe and understand landscape systems and the
basic principles of landscape ecology.
Claudia Durana reviewed the impacts associated
with the change of forest lands to grasslands for
cattle production (a major pressure on sustaining
biodiversity in Colombia’s landscape). Her research
considers alternative methods of raising cattle on
steep terrain in partially forested Andes mountain
environments by practicing silvopasture. Claudia also
taught in 2018.
Maria Valencia Gaitán presented her work in
participatory development in Bogotá, a city where
top-down development schemes have led to largescale civil unrest and buttressed a growing state of
wealth and opportunity inequality.

F S 2 0 1 9 p a r t i c i p a n t Va s t a v i k t a B h a g a t p r e s e n t s
her previous work and illustrations of cultural
landscapes to the group in Bogotá.
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S i lv opas t or al f ar mi ng pr ac t i c es at Claudi a Dur ana’s f ar m, Hac i enda E l S i lenc i o, i n S an Fr anc i s c o , Cu n d in a ma rca

Gabriel Valderrama, a representative of the
Colombian government’s Federación Nacional
de Departamentos, examined the governance
and management of natural disasters and how
these factor into numerous environmental and
sustainability issues, pointing out how human
settlement and land-use patterns can exacerbate the
consequences of natural events.
Brendan Doyle, of the Wright-Ingraham Institute,
recounted lessons learned from the Institute’s 1970s
initiative to use overlay mapping of the land-use
trade-offs within the Running Creek Watershed along
the Front Range of Colorado; see Food, Fuel and
Shelter (Tregarthen, 1976). These studies employed
many of the overlay data and mapping techniques
that were being popularized by the landmark book
Design with Nature (McHarg, 1969), a document that
described valuable landscape study methods that are
still widely used. Brendan also introduced workshop
participants to recent US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) research reports examining the role
that resiliency plays in supporting community-based
sustainability. EPA has catalogued more than 80
online tools and models that communities can use

to monitor and measure environmental conditions
such as air quality, drinking water protection, green
infrastructure, storm water, water contamination,
debris collection and disposal following disasters,
wetlands protection, climate change adaptations,
citizen science (monitoring wildfire smoke and air
quality), etc.
Participants heard presentations via video meetings
from Kezia Wright, a California venture capitalist
funding sustainable business startups, and David
Kenney, Executive Director of VertueLab in Oregon
(NW United States). VertueLabs hosts investor
forums and leverages university-based research to
create dynamic technologies that foster jobs and new
markets for sustainable goods and services, such as
cross-laminated plywood used to construct buildings.
States in the Northwestern United States have been
focusing on how creating a “circular economy”
for recycling and regenerating renewable forest
resources and wood products can foster a more
resilient regional economy. Discussions included
questions about the relevance and feasibility of
applying these northern capital models on emerging
economies in Colombia.

FIELD STATIONS 2019
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the stand, size irregularity, leaning forms, and understory species increased as one traveled
towards the karst cones.

Curriculum

Curriculum
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The cavernas within the marble karst kones retain significant social and archeological value,
serving as a meeting place for both historic indigenous and current inhabitants of the area.
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The riparian corridor on-site exhibits lower species richness than other areas, and remains
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authors’ essays on natural systems, during evenings
of systems for documenting species by name. She
may have particular value for biological and conservation
research.
throughout the program. Workshop participants
examined different ways to measure and different
came prepared by reading selected passages that
scales used for observations. Pinochet showed
explore how we perceive the physical and living world
how the maps by Copernicus and Galileo’s Dialogo
through science and literature. References included
explained how the Earth revolved around the Sun.
Of Wolves and Men (Barry Lopez, 1978), Landmarks
The lesson included a look at Descartes’ search
(Robert Macfarlane, 2015), The Tangled Tree (David
for objective measures of nature and phenomena.
Quammen, 2018), The Tree (John Fowles, 1979), and
Pinochet also described how Humboldt’s maps
others.
and charts illustrated plant communities at various
elevations, surveyed rivers by altitude and length, and
Field Stations 2019 co-director and professor Andrea
mapped early settlement patterns, all information
Pinochet examined the history and development of
that added context to our learnings about the region
the scientific method of observation. She presented
and the Magdalena River watershed.

4

5

d
mes

KARST

Field Stations 2019 participants Amy Willox and Kirk Gordon documented how teak trees grew toward openings in the
forest canopy where they found more sunlight. The photographic growth of trees increased as one moved away from the
road.
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order (scale) and identifying 3
variables of interest.

Observe and document your
material sample using drawing in
1:1 (plans, sections, elevations),
phography and any measuring
devises you have at hand (rulers,
scale, etc).

“The desire to order physical things
is a common human trait. It allows
us to impose invisible rules in the
complex world we observed around us
simplifying it in the process. Organizing
the natural world enhances our
understanding of the animals, plants,
minerals, and systems with which we
share the planet, while enabling us to
explore the relationship we have with
them. Categorizing nature also gives us
the power to define it and to set out our
preferred position within the natural
world. Identifying and classifying
may be fundamental tools in objective
science, but they also allow us to impose
subjective ideologies and beliefs on
whatever we are classifying.”

ERICH WOLFF | FIELD STATIONS 2019 | COLOMBIA

Fi

A N N A F A H E R T Y, A N I M A L V E G E TA B L E
MINERAL, (WELLCOME COLLECTION, 2016)

Task 1:
In order to define what is
the object of inquiry, we will
begin by defining a measure of

— How do we quantify its
properties?
— How do its physical
characteristics inform its use/
behavior?
— Where does it come from?
— By who and how is it
processed?

6
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[On the observation of nature]

“To the natural philosopher, the
descriptive poet, the painter, and the
sculptor, as well as to the common
observer, the power most important to
cultivate, and, at the same time, hardest
to acquire, is that of seeing what is
before him. Sight is a faculty; seeing an
art. The eye is physical, but not a self
acting apparatus, and in general it sees
only what it seeks.”
GEORGE PERKINS MARSH, MAN AND
N AT U R E : O R P H Y S I C A L G E O G R A P H Y A S
MODIFIED BY HUMAN ACTION, (1864)

Stone categorizations by FS 2019 participant Erich Wolff

E x c e r p t f r o m A s s i g n m e n t 1 : T h e E x p l o r e r, F i e l d S t a t i o n s 2 0 1 9
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Highly
preserved

Armero

Migration
Precipitation
Transgression
Displacement
Composition
Decomposition
Growth
Absorption
Erosion
Sedimentation
Intensity
Evolution
Reproduction

Natural
induced
alteration

Bogota

Examples of phenomena or
processes:

Anthropic
induced
alteration

Chingaza

Highly
Processed

Fresno

You can use Adrian Lahoud’s
diagram of scales of scientific
inquiry to limit the scope of your
measurements. After identifying
a subject of interest, identify a
physical characteristic you want
to study. Taking on the role of
the material scientist, define
what are the variables that can
help you describe the material,
trying to answer some of the
following questions through an
experimental camping:

Drawing illustrating scales of scientific inquiry, Adrian Lahoud, 2015

Manizales

Collection of specimens offer
a glimpse into the entangled
history of the planet. In order to
understand a material sample,
scientists and engineers study
its properties by means of the
scientific method, identifying
and isolating the parameters
that characterize it: What are the
aspects that define a particular
object of study? How can we
quantify it and compare it to
others? Characterization then
implies a systematic observation,
measurement and testing of
particular quality of a material in
order to formulate a hypothesis
about what object is and is not.

D r a w i n g i l l u s t r a t i n g s c a l e s o f s c i e n t i f i c i n q u i r y, A d r i a n L a h o u d , 2 0 1 5

Observe and document your
material sample using drawing in
1:1 (plans, sections, elevations),
phography and any measuring
devises you have at hand (rulers,
scale, etc).

Rio Claro

order (scale) and identifying 3
variables of interest.

Field Stations

Material samples and
Characterization:

Curriculum

Material samples and
Characterization:

Examples of phenomena or
processes:
Andrea Pinochet then introduced the first group
exercise. Participants would examine one object,
process, or phenomenon along the transect and then
describe it using different perspectives or scales.

You can use Adrian Lahoud’s
diagram of scales of scientific
inquiry to limit the scope of your
measurements. After identifying
a subject of interest, identify a
physical characteristic you want

A P P LY I N G T H E O R Y T O P R A C T I C E

Collection of specimens offer
a glimpse into the entangled
history of the planet. In order to
understand a material sample,
scientists and engineers study

Curriculum

6
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The Transect
Transect:

O B S E R V I N G T H E N AT U R A L A N D
G E O G R A P H I C A L F O U N D AT I O N S
OF COLOMBIA

B O G OTA TO M E D E L L Í N

THE TRANSECT

19
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1440m

Montes Claros

YURI PAZ | FIELD STATIONS 2019 | COLOMBIA

2420m

Reserva del Cañón
de Rio Claro 340m

The transect route
overlaid on an elevation
relief of Colombia.

national scale: geophysical barriers
Islands
Distance
Ocean
Caribbean:
Magdalena river’s delta

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT WHILE
SCALING MOUNT SILLA NEAR
CARACAS, VENEZUELA—FROM THE
I N V E N T I O N O F N AT U R E , A N D R E A
W U L F, 2 0 1 6

Medellín

COLOMBIA

criticism of his work in South America, as well
as the (post)colonial legacies of travel writing in
the region.

“Nature every where speaks
to man in a voice…[that is]
familiar to his soul”.

Field Stations

in Colombia’s
Next, the team will make a 3-day
otá, where Participants drive
fromtoBogotá
west
across
were asked
turn their
focus
on the
the landscape
and
thelands
transitions
that
occurred
become familiar
the
low
of the
Magdalena
through
different
utlines of as we traveled
River
Valley
(dryaltitudes,
tropical forest),
climatic exposures, and aspects. The transect
raphy, ecology,
the Zona Cafetera (elevation 1300as a framework for study had its immediate
and nationalorigins in a Wright-Ingraham
1800m) and up
to Medellín.
Institute
practice In the
ganizations. Days
spirit
of Alexander
Von
of traveling the
diverse
bio-regions of
theHumboldt,
front
to gain
perspectives
about
onsist monstlyrange of Colorado
we will
make
this transect
while
the
Running
Creek
watershed,
but
ultimately
iscussion with
considering the connection
the exercise is perhaps best understood as
between landscapes and ecoregions
following in the footsteps of Alexander von
two archivesHumboldt
and
across
the elevation
and
his fellow
explorers. gradient, and
ramo (neotropical
begin to record our observations,
biome).
draw
connections,
and understand
Humboldt’s use
of natural
observation,
employing both
the
emerging
scientific
methods
social and ecological systems
and
of the age and
his
own
skills
as
a
student
of
interactions. The Zona Cafetera
art and poetry, led him to new understandings
is a UNESCO World Heritage
of relationships in nature. He is regarded by
coffee-producing
region
many in the natural
sciences as the
fatherwith
of rich
biodiversity
the modern idea
of ecology,and
andcultural
he laid thepractices,
foundations and
for studying
biogeographical
we willthe
make
several stops at
origins of plants.
Much
of
Humboldt’
s expedition
historic river ports and
working
to the Americas (1799 to 1804) took place in
farms
to
better
understand
the
South American landscapes then unexplored by
agro-ecology
of thisparticipants
working
Europeans. The
workshop allowed
landscape.
to consider both
Humboldt’s contributions and

THE ROUTE OF THE TRANSECT:

Orinoquia:
Seasonable wetlands

Pacific:
High Precipitation
Dense Woods

Andean:
Mountain ranges
Big rivers
Deep valleys

4
Manizales
1320m

Armero
300m

Amazon:
Dense rainforest

Representation of Colombian barriers to accessibility by region. In the Andean region the
presence
F S of
2 0the
1 9three
p a rmountain
t i c i p a nranges
t Yu rofi the
P acordillera
z a d a p tmakes
e d c the
i v i altitudes
l e n g i nvary
e e rfrom
i n g 300 meters
(984 ft) above sea level on the Magdalena river valley to more then 5.700 meters (18,700 ft) on
concepts to study the “tortuosity” of the Colombian
the Nevado de Huila peak. Besides that, the presence off the valleys of the two biggest rivers of the
l a nCauca
d s c a and
p e , Magdalena,
o r t h e d between
i f f i c u l each
t y o two
f mmountain
o v i n g branges
e t w emakes
e n p even
l a c emore
s . difficult the
country,
Bogotá
and
lateral mobility of people on this region. These two rivers forms a single delta on
the region
of its
Caribbean lowlands, where the flood susceptibility is high. In the other region marked by the
presence of lowlands, the Orinoquia, the presence of the llanos and its seasonable wetlands
define another barrier for occupation and mobility. Another low occupied region is the
Amazonian. Despite of its area, that covers more then 40% of the territory, this southeast region
marked by the presence of dense tropical rainforest is home to only 2,3% of the country
population according to the 2005 census. On the other side of the country, the Pacific region is

Bogotá
2600m

"cerros" (hills). The Páramo of Chingaza to the right.
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The Transect

The Transect

the transect

T H E T R A N S E C T I N E L E VAT I O N
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This graphic,
developed by FS
2019 participant Kirk
Gordon, illustrates
the changes in
elevation along their
transect, and its
e f f e c t o n e c o l o g y,
p r o d u c t i v i t y, a n d
climate.
The maps below
show yearly
precipitation ranges
for the various key
stops along the
transect.
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The Transect

T H E C O R D I L L E R A O R I E N TA L & T H E
C H I N G A Z A PÁ R A M O
J U LY 1 7

The transect started at an altitude of approximately
3300 meters east of Bogotá in the Chingaza National
Park, an area of cloud forests along the spine of the
eastern Andes. Prevailing western winds bring the
moisture of the Amazon basin up the mountain sides
where the clouds collide with the highland landscape
to produce a nearly continuously damp climate
and the truly remarkable (and unique on the planet)
páramos ecosystems. Within the páramos, heading
east from the Reserva Palmar, participants observed
how heavy precipitation and land and resource
conservation at the headwaters of the Magdalena
River contributed to the safety and abundance of
Bogotá’s water supply and environmental quality
throughout the region.

The Field Stations 2019 participants gathered at the entrance to Chingaza National Park

Hiking the ancient trails of the Muisca people with
our guide, industrial engineer and long-time resident
of the páramo Jaime Eduardo Avellaneda, we learned
how the Muiscas revered the ancient spirits in the
lake. Walking through the forest, we learned about
and saw rare plants such as frailejones. We came
to understand mutualisms such as that between
the Andean bear and the páramo’s many species of
fruit-bearing plants: The fruits provide nutrition to the
bears, and the bears disperse the fruits’ seeds. We
saw evidence, carved into a tree, of the páramo being
used as cover for guerrilla groups during periods
of civil conflict. We slid back down steep trails and
ravines for a hearty lunch of traditional potato soup,
fresh arepas (a local bread made of corn flour), and
Aguapanela, a warm sugar water made from sugar
cane.

Tr e e f e r n s i n t h e c l o u d f o r e s t s o f t h e C h i n g a z a P á r a m o
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A vacuum release tunnel, part of the infrastructure of
Bogotá’s water supply

The fuzzy trunks of Espeletia, or “frailejones”, are evolutionarily
a d a p t e d t o c a t c h w a t e r v a p o r o u t o f t h e a i r, r e i n t r o d u c i n g i t t o t h e
vital water cycle.
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The Transect

THE BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL
A N D N AT I O N A L I N S T I T U T E O F
GEOGRAPHY
J U LY 1 8

Continuing our journey, we descended back into
Bogotá, a city situated on a large, high-altitude
plateau of savanna landscape at an average altitude
of 2680m. The setting is spectacular and the high
altitudes of the savanna are cool year-round. This
sprawling urbanization is now home to over 7 million
people and is both the administrative and economic
capital of modern Colombia. The population is
estimated to grow to 12 million within the next 20
years.
Bogotá has been an administrative center of this
region since the days of the New Kingdom of
Granada in the 1530s. Colombia’s political history
is very complex. Over the centuries the state’s
boundaries have been fluid due to numerous power
struggles between national entities, independent
power structures (such as the church), indigenous
groups, and neighboring territories. Many see this

ambiguous narrative of national identity as an
underlying element of the current political and social
problems: Colombia has been more or less in some
state of conflict since the region’s European conquest
in the 1500s.
We spent an afternoon looking at Humboldt’s maps
describing plant communities at various elevations,
charts showing volcanoes and rivers by altitude and
length, and early settlement patterns. We looked
at more recent maps to gain a better contextual
understanding of the region. We visited the National
Library to review maps and botanical drawings by
José Celestino Muti (a botanist and contemporary
of Humboldt) and Maria Sibylla Merian, a naturalist
and scientific illustrator who documented plant
communities in the early 1600s. We would later see
many of these specimens during our explorations of
the Río Claro Nature Reserve’s rich environment.
In Bogotá, the group also visited the Instituto
Geográfico Agustín Codazzi (National Geographic
Institute) to learn about the geography, national
mapping systems, hydrology, economic and
geological resources (marble, gold, emeralds, coal,
sand and gravel, etc.), and settlement patterns of the
Colombian Andes. The mapping demonstrated that
areas with high concentrations of natural resources
reflected hot spots where informal settlements are
likely to occur. We learned that up to 30% of the
land in some areas is unregistered and of unknown
ownership, and that the Geographic Institute is
involved in extensive land reparation efforts for
internally displaced persons who have been affected
by violence.

The city of Bogota, nestled in the high plateau of the Cordillera Oriental

We also visited the National Museum of Soils, which
showed how the geology and soils throughout
the watershed influenced agricultural production,
floodplains, plant communities, and water quality in
each region. We could see that the rich biodiversity
and archeological resources of the tropical forests
are being impacted as demands for resources
intensify. We were all moved by the idea that
Colombia has a beautiful and celebrated museum
of their soils, a testament to the value placed on the
natural systems and what they give the people of
Colombia. The visit to the Geographic Institute and
the soil museum included lectures and presentations
by four different specialists.
The Field Stations group in front of the National Library
in Bogotá
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An original drawing by renowned naturalist Maria Sibylla
Merian

Students get their bearings with the help of a massive
floor map at the Instituto Geografico Agustin Codazzi.
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T H E M A G D A L E N A R I V E R VA L L E Y
J U LY 1 9 - 2 0

From Bogotá, we began our descent from the
savanna plateau into the Magdalena River Valley. The
climate changed rapidly, growing hot and humid as
we lost elevation. This drive down the plateau made
vividly clear what had been presented by many of
the local experts, that limited access and mobility
are among the challenges Colombia has faced in its
development.
The Magdalena River runs along a north-south axis
and is navigable only to about 500 kilometers from
the Caribbean coast. The river lies between two of
the three major mountain ranges in Colombia—the
Cordillera Central and the Cordillera Occidental.
The lowlands are fertile, and goods could move
up and down the river to the port of Honda (the
southernmost navigable point). Earlier, Spanish

settlers in the more accessible river valleys learned
how difficult life in the tropical lowlands can be.
Heat, mosquitos, poisonous insects, snakes, malaria,
and a host of other jungle-borne diseases, including
Chagas disease and Dengue viruses, made life
hard—all reasons why populations moved to higher
elevations. The landscape is extreme; railroads were
very difficult to build and few were realized. The
highways crossing the landscape are steep, narrow,
overcrowded, and, as a result, often dangerous.
Traveling east to west in the country requires
climbing and descending mountains that lack
modern infrastructure. Limited transportation east to
west continues to inhibit Colombia’s development.
Along the transect to Medellín, just after crossing the
river at 100 meters elevation, workshop participants
visited Hacienda La Unión where we toured local rice,
cotton, and cattle production with Dr. Jorge Enrique
Rojas. In the Magdalena River Valley, agriculture

Magdalena Watershed—
Barranquilla

Medellín
La Ceja

Río Magdalena
(Magdalena River)
Field Stations

Río Cauca
(Cauca River)

Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta

Cañon de Rio Claro

Manizales
Nevado del Ruiz
Armenia

Honda

Cordillera Occidental
(Western Andes Range)

Cordillera Oriental
(Western Andes Range)

Bogotá
Ibagué

Cordillera Central
(Central Andes Range)
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is driven by extensive networks of acequias,
community-built irrigation systems, many dating back
to pre-hispanic settlements. Students visited a range
of irrigation features from diversions that tap spring
snowmelt to local ditch and weir networks. Dr. Rojas
pointed out that many smaller-scale field irrigations
are now done using precisely laid-out ditches that
follow the contours of the land, minimizing erosion
and limiting the loss of water.
The group stopped in Armero, where 21,000 people
(including members of Dr. Rojas’ and Andrea
Pinochet’s family) were entombed by mudflows
from the Nevado del Ruiz volcano eruption in 1985.
Families lost everything except what they could
carry out. Advance warning systems and alerts
were in place but poorly communicated; most
residents had assumed that the volcanic activity
had subsided, not knowing how volcanoes can
trigger cascading disasters such as landslides and
floods. The surviving 8000 residents were forced to
live elsewhere and start their lives over, rebuilding
their families, businesses, and churches. The Amero
tragedy was an important precursor to contemporary
risk management and emergency planning in
Colombia.

Students learn about local agricultural practices
surrounded by rice and cotton fields.

D r. R o j a s s h o w s u s e v i d e n c e o f t h e l a t e s t r i c e h a r v e s t .

Cattle handling at a ranch near Armero
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The ruins of a church lost in the tragic landslide of
Armero

Irrigation contours in the Magadalena valley create
feeding spots for birds.
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VASTAVIKTA BHAGAT | FIELD STATIONS 2019 | COLOMBIA

THE ZONA CAFETERA
J U LY 2 0 - 2 1

The Hacienda Venecia Coffee Plantation situated in the region of Manizales, is one
the mainwe
centres for te production of coffee
Rising up out of the Magdalena RiverofValley,
in the country of Colombia. Situated along the
headed into the mid-altitude regions along the Cauca
Central Andes range, the region has an udulatRiver, an area of tropical rainforests regarded as
ing topography with slopes that are now approone of the best places on earth to grow
coffee. In
priated for growing coffee.

general, the area is referred to as the Zona Cafetera
and characterized by steep, verdant mountainsides
Around 160 million bags of coffee are
and many historic coffee fincas (plantations
traded in theestates).
world, out of which the country
Entering the Zona Cafetera, participants
visitedproduces around 14 million bags
of Colombia
of coffee.
The average size of the coffee plantaHacienda Venecia to learn about coffee
production
tion along thisThis
cross section contributing to the
firsthand from Director Juan Pablo Echeverri.
naion
coffee
production
region is now part of a UNESCO World Heritage area, is 2 hectares, howevlarger
plantation owners like the Hacienda
so both agriculture and developmenterare
closely
Venecia are around 200 hectares in size.
monitored and regulated.

Stage 1 : Steep slopes with forest ecosystems

As the productive crop only grows be-

Echeverri explained that climate change
is forcing
tween certain altitudes and with two harvests
producers to move their coffee plants
to
higher
possible,
the need to increaase the production
elevations. Cacao trees are now being
at this aspect has also led to the
andplanted
capitalise on
lower elevations. Coffee is a very difficult
to
change crop
in the landuse
across a certain elevation
the entire
region. i.e. subtropical highland
grow. Every bean is touched by hand,inand
the manual
forests
are possibly replaced by extensive coflabor for the annual harvests requires
thousands
feeplantation.
farms by the stakeholders that own and till
of workers moving from plantation to
land in this regions including tennants.
Owners must coordinate schedules,the
housing,
schools, and clinics. Many of the surrounding rural
Thus due to this mass change in land
settlements depend on the coffee harvest to sustain
use there is a considerable amount of workforce
their livelihoods, but there are few social
nets in place
involved that is engaged in the act of coffee proand the system functions informally,duction
morewherein
or less
asof the time is spent on the
80%
it has for hundreds of years. Meanwhile,
the in
human
production
stages and 20% in the preparation
population in the Manizales area is growing,
and theof the crop.
(plucking/harvesting)
ecosystems are changing.

Stage 2 : Landuse changes to extensive coffee
farms along the slopes with coffee as primary
economic driver

Being a source of the majority of the

income anddriver,
one of the
Coffee is an incredibly important economic
asprinciple crops , the notionof
the
resource
region wherein the stake90% of the crop is exported for foreign consumption.
holders and owners have drawn for has changed
In order to stabilize the industry, the state subsidizes
considerably over time, as illustrated in the adproduction costs to ensure that current producers
jacent diagrams. The value systems that have
can maintain sustainable harvests. Farmers
work to
led to thediversification of the landuse and a
find ways—such as integrated pest management—
possiblle revival of a forest ecosystem along
to contain the costs of damage fromwith
thetheBroca
coffee (or
plantation becomes an interestcoffee berry borer) and other pests. The
Colombian
ing example
to understand the manner in which
Coffee Federation pays a tax on exports
to fund
ecological
as well as economical resiliencly can
be achieved
through a sensitive distribution of
research on climate change and other
environmental
resources
as well as ascribing higher values to
challenges. Coffee producers also look
to ecotourism
the notion
of ecological restoration. he next dias an economic alternative to production.
Echeverri
agram illustrates the various future scenarios
is a pioneer in adapting his land to ecotourism,
where
with the possible value systems ascribed and is a
visitors can see more than 160 species
of birds
simulation
of each condition.
and other wildlife. During our visit we learned that
Colombia has more than 2000 species of birds.
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H a c i e n d a Ve n e c i a o w n e r J u a n P a b l o E c h e v e r r i d e m o n s t r a t e s h o w t o i d e n t i f y r i p e c o f f e e b e a n s r e a d y f o r h a r v e s t .

Stage 3 : Landuse diversifies to tourism along with
coffee plantation to reduce risks of crop failures,
young forest ecosystems introduced intermittently
Home
Resource Region

19

Land use development related
to coffee production, by 2019
Field Stations participant
Va s t a v i k t a B h a g a t

T h e i n s i d e o f a f r e s h l y p l u c k e d c o f f e e b e r r y, w i t h t h e
conspicious red outer flesh

Beans in the process of being “honey-roasted”
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GUADUA, BAMBOO ARCHITECTURE
AND INDUSTRY
J U LY 2 1

Guadua is a neotropical species of bamboo. The
species is found in abundance throughout the
Amazon basin but also thrives in concentrations in
the lower montane regions of the Zona Cafetera.
Plantations and nurseries can be seen mixed with
hillsides of coffee. The plant has been used as a
building material for centuries and is now seeing
gradual growth as modern and sustainable wood
products for a range of construction needs. Guadua
grows exceptionally fast, up to 30 centimeters per
day. The root structure survives after harvesting
and is able to resprout, allowing the plants to quickly
recover and keeping soil intact in this erosion-prone
environment. Guadua provided a good example of
appropriate technology in Colombia; it is an abundant,
quick-growing material that does not require heavy
industrial processing or energy-intensive shipping.
While in Bogotá, the group visited the globally
celebrated architect Simón Vélez. Vélez has created
grand bridges, churches, and other architectural
works with Guadua—pioneering techniques of
filling cells of the bamboo shafts with concrete for
making structural connections. Outside Manizales,
his professional associate—artist and industrialist
Marcelo Villegas—is helping Vélez to design a visitor’s
center in Qatar. Villegas has developed a system
for making plywood from bamboo. Diana Barrera
Salazar, an architect and advisor to the 2018 Faculty
Development Workshop, works with Simón Vélez’s
studio and coordinated our site visits throughout
the Manizales region and to the Villegas studios and
Guadua fabrication facility. .

Harvested Guadua ready for use in construction
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An experimental construction assembly using new
techniques in Guadua construction

Field Station members test a custom-made machine
for hollowing out Guadua stalks.

Marcelo Villegas discusses his practice in front of his Guadua
stand.
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Urban Systems
MEDELLÍN AND THE CAUCA RIVER
VA L L E Y

Echeverri briefed the group on how his administration
of the mayor’s office of planning and development
had engaged community residents in developing
the housing and public facilities by hiring local
resident project leaders to gain the trust and buy-in
of community leaders. He reversed the approach
of issuing centralized planning directives that had
previously called for clearing informal settlements
and building towers of multifamily housing. Urbam
architects Natalia Castaño Cárdenas and Isabel
Basombrío briefed us on their redevelopment plan
for a town along the Atrato River, long-known as one
of Colombia’s most biodiverse Afro-Colombian and
indigenous peoples’ areas.

J U LY 2 2 - 2 6

Founded in 1616, Medellín became a city as towns
“within a day’s mule ride” consolidated. Today its
bustling metropolitan region is known as the city of
flowers thanks to its eternal springlike climate. It is
also known for its music, museums, nightlife, and
friendly, resilient people. Over 50 years of continuous
armed conflict in Colombia and the resulting mass
migration to the cities have led to an extremely
rapid urbanization process that’s visible in Medellín’s
expanding informal settlements: The metropolitan
area of Medellín has undergone a tenfold population
growth in the last decades, skyrocketing from
376,000 in 1950 to 4.1 million in 2017. During our
time in the city we visited teams of architects and
city planners, met faculty and students from two
universities there, and explored neighborhoods to
understand connections between rural spaces and
urban edges.
In 2012, Medellín received international recognition
for shifting its image from the world’s murder capital
to one of the world’s most innovative cities. One
cause for the turnaround is Urbanismo Social, a
progressive urban planning strategy focusing on
cultural buildings such as public libraries, parks,
and large-scale infrastructure projects in both
formal and informal urban communities, including
a highly efficient metro and cable car system.
These measures marked a radical change in the
state government’s approach to planning for and
delivering services in the most vulnerable areas
of the city. They now serve as tools to overcome
inequality and combat violence and poverty through
the improvement of education and mobility for
the inhabitants of numerous informally developed
territories.
Our study tour of Medellín’s informal settlements was
led by David Gouverneur, Professor of Practice at the
University of Pennsylvania’s design school. He is the
author of Planning and Design for Future Informal
Settlements (Routledge 2015) and is regarded as
a global authority on emerging urban typologies. In
that study, Gouverneur addresses land use, energy,
water management, food sufficiency, governance and
community participation, productivity and identity,
and sense of place.
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Self-constructed cities, commonly
referred to as informal settlements,
are the product of culturally driven
individual and communal initiatives.
Informal settlements evolve without
prescribed planning, design or legal
guidelines. Self-constructed cities are
a dynamic form of urbanization in
constant transformation, rich in diverse
socio-economic relationships and
physical morphology and with a unique
ability to adapt to local conditions.

A new staircase provides safer mobility for residents of
one of Medellin’s hillside informal settlements.

Gouverneur introduced us to urban planner and
architect Alejandro Echeverri of Urbam Center of
Urban and Environmental Studies (Universidad
EAFIT), where workshop participants learned how
the city’s PUIs (Proyecto Urbano Integral, or Integral
Urban Projects) have subdued the violence that
once plagued these communities by building new
infrastructure (light rail, gondolas, escalators, bridges,
parks, libraries, and community centers) that break
down the barriers between neighborhoods, affording
residents public safety and access to jobs and
amenities. Under Mayor Sergio Fajardo, Medellín
transformed through a commitment to transparency,
equality, and access to city services and mobility for
residents of the ever-expanding informal settlements.
The EPM municipal corporation finances public
projects and provides utilities throughout the city by
investing up to 30% of its revenues. EPM has been
a model for financing and developing public utilities
and amenities (like providing childcare and a garden/
park surrounding the large water tanks that dot the
hills above the city).

“Stark disparities mark the widening
gap between the developed and the
developing worlds. Staggering figures
indicate a great demand for innovative
approaches to help diminish unequal
living conditions between affluent
nations and impoverished states and
between wealthy formal districts and
poor self-contained neighborhoods that
compromise most cities of the developing
world.

Alejandro Echeverri speaks with students about the
history of urban planning initiatives in Medellín.

Yet informal settlements often
aggregate haphazardly, creating
neighborhoods covering massive urban
areas that typically exacerbate social
and environmental problems. This
process excludes close to a billion
builder-residents from the benefits of
contemporary, formal city living.”
D AV I D G O U V E R N E U R ,

PLANNING AND DESIGN FOR FUTURE
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
(2015)

These gondolas provide mobility to Medellín’s residents,
taking them up and down the city’s steep slopes.
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In Santo Domingo, an informal settlement now
connected to downtown Medellín by cable car, we
were introduced to local residents who have lived in
their hand-built houses since the early 1980s. Many
of the people we interacted with had migrated from
smaller cities and towns during periods of violence
and had slowly built on lots, gaining full indoor
plumbing and electricity in the late 1990s.
Closer to downtown, we visited the new Parque
Ciudad del Río Medellín designed by the firm Latitud
Taller de Arquitectura y Ciudad. Its design suppresses
the highways that once roared along the river’s edge,
creating a multipurpose resource and outdoor art
gallery that aims to revive nearby neighborhoods.
Sadly, the park blocks access to the river’s edge due
to concerns about exposures to its contaminated
water. Only a small percentage of the city’s raw
sewage is treated before entering the river, increasing
health risks to downstream users.

Urban Systems

“Abuela” Eresby Fernandaz Restripo
Informal water infrastructure in one of Medellín’s barrios

T h e v i e w f r o m t h e M o r a v i a c o m m u n i t y c e n t e r, f e a t u r i n g
a tower meant for residents displaced by insfrastructure
improvements

The city’s reliance on community-based planning was
highlighted in our tour of Moravia, a thriving barrio
that was formerly the site of a municipal landfill.
Now, through decades of activism and collaborative
planning, Moravia contains a thriving community
center, a public park and community agriculture
projects including a cooperative orchid house.
Community leader Cielo María Holguín Ramirez
shared Moravia Manifesto, a 2018 publication that
documents how 18,000 people who were dislocated
by landslides built new residences and shops with
indoor plumbing, electricity, and running water.
Residents in the barrio can walk to the nearest metro
(started in 1995) to zoom anywhere in the city.

The group at Parque de Río Medellín

Later, after visiting Mova, an innovative learning
center for 5000 teachers just south of Moravia, we
were able to explore the Parque Explora and hear a
lecture about Humboldt’s days of plant collecting in
Colombia and Ecuador. Today’s Medellín planners and
city managers direct informal settlements to areas
that are on “buildable” land to avoid the high capital
and social costs of having to relocate people who
need housing.
The landfill in Moravia, now a thriving community garden
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David Governeur presents work on designing for informal
settlements.
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The central plaza in Santa Fe de Antioquia

T h e R í o M e d e l l í n i s e x t r e m e l y c u t o f f f r o m p u b l i c a c c e s s i n m a n y p a r t s o f t h e c i t y.

Participants were briefed on new projects and plans
underway by Carlos Andrés Betancur at OPUS, an
innovative planning and design firm based in one of
Medellín’s most popular and lively neighborhoods.
They are working on a redevelopment plan for
the colonial town of Mompox, further north on
the Magdalena River, where flooding and poor
sewerage have kept this historic, yet remote city from
developing.
David Gouverneur also led a fascinating discussion
at OPUS about planning for new residents in informal
settlements and enhancing biodiversity while
adapting to climate change throughout the Bogotá
metropolitan area. The plan included relocating
several key industries that currently foul the ground
water that recharges the aquifers in the watershed.
His students, too, employed GIS and data integration
to map ways that the city could accommodate

another 4 million residents over the next 10 years and
avoid having people settle in unbuildable areas while
sustaining clean air, safe drinking water, biodiversity,
and access to public services.
We spent a day in Santa Fe de Antioquia (founded in
1541), a tropical lowlands town in the Cauca River
Valley, the former capital of Antioquia and an old port.
We found it interesting to compare the colonial plan
of housing and business built around plazas in an
architecture from the 1800s with the contemporary
designs and plans of Medellín. We later learned that
coal mines nearby stoke the cement kilns at the
regional cement factories.

A plan for an extended system of parks surrounding the Río Medellín, by FS 2019 participant Eloísa Balieiro Ikeda.
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L A R E S E R V A N AT U R A L C A Ñ Ó N D E L
RÍO CLARO
J U LY 2 6 - A U G U S T 6

This reserve has been serving ecotourists, Medellín
weekenders, research teams of scientists, and
engineers since 1984, when its owner Juan Guillermo
Garcés developed a destination recreational and
educational outpost for researchers, teachers, and
students interested in wet-tropical forest ecology,
bird-watching, whitewater rafting, and swimming.
The property, now located just off the main highway
between Bogotá and Medellín, was very isolated
and inaccessible by car before the highway was
completed in 1983. From that period forward, the
reserve and nearby roads, particularly the BogotáMedellin highway, at times acted as boundaries
between guerrilla and paramilitary groups engaged in
a rapidly escalating civil war. Río Claro again became
largely inaccessible to the public between 1996 and
2003 during a period of severe violence and territorial
battles between guerrilla groups, paramilitaries
and military forces in the area. During the postconflict period from 2005 onward, ecotourism and
recreational enjoyment have slowly returned to Río
Claro as industrial and medium-scale cement mining
practices in the region have intensified.
Justo Arosemena, Research Director of the
Fundación Amazonas (established in memory of
Juan Garcés’ daughter), led an intensive series of
lectures and local tours of the geologic history of Río
Claro, including its famous karst formations, river

“El Cañón del Río Claro is a small but
exceptional place; it is at the center of
one of the most biodiverse places on the
planet, and is home to many endemic
plants, animals, insects, and fungi.
The reserve’s key geomorphological
features are its marble karst cones,
cliffs and caves, which drive its unique
ecologies as well as its importance for
extractive industry. The morphology
of the karst cones and caves, the soils
formed from the marble bedrock, and
the interaction between the hydrologic
cycle and the karst landscape creates
the conditions for an incredible wealth
of geological and biological value. The
location of this reserve within the global
biodiversity hotspot communicates both
its globally recognized ecological value
and its threatened status from mining,
deforestation and other anthropogenic
influences.”

Colombia, 58 centers of endemism have been identified, and Río Claro is part of one of them: the NechiNare. An incredibly diverse array of plant and animal
species exists in this region; in the first major floristic
and ecological inventory of Río Claro, Álvaro Cogollo
Pacheco identified 762 unique plant species within 2
square kilometers of forest, 12 of which were new to
science. Some of these species were generalists that
can be found throughout the neotropics, and many
are endemic only to Río Claro. A high rate of specialization among animal species also characterizes the
neotropics, making areas like Río Claro rich resources
for scientific inquiry and a living beacon of biogeographical history.
The drivers of endemism and the origins of
vegetation patterns in this region are matters of
continual refinement and debate within the scientific
community. However, the theory of Pleistocene
refuges hypothesizes how these patterns could
have shaped the phenomena we can now see within
this landscape. According to this theory, dramatic
climatic shifts during the Pleistocene period (2.5
million–11 thousand years ago, colloquially known
as the Ice Age) caused the repeated fragmentation
of tropical forests that had been previously joined
together. During glacial periods, each of which lasted

EMMA PODIETZ,
2 0 1 9 F I E L D S TAT I O N S PA R T I C I PA N T

caverns, a nearby fish hatchery, a teak plantation,
cement factories, and ongoing archeological
documentation of caves used by indigenous groups.
He introduced workshop participants to residents of
nearby towns who provided interesting comparisons
between company mining towns like Jerusalén at the
gates of the Argos cement plant (in operation since
the early 1980s) and La Danta, where many of the
town’s residents work in co-op (small claims) mines,
local ranches, ecotourism, and agriculture.
BIOLOGICAL HISTORY OF RÍO CLARO

The FS 2019 group explored the peaks and valleys of Río
Claro by climbing (above) and rafting (far right).
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Neotropical regions are characterized by high rates
of endemism, or the presence of species whose
geographical distribution is restricted to one place. In
An industrial pump extracting water from the river to
Ecocementos’ cement production facilities

The group rafts between the karst formations of the Río
Claro.

about 100,000 years, the areas between these forest
fragments became too dry for any of the existing
flora or fauna to flourish. The remaining forest
fragments therefore became geographically isolated
refuges, and this isolation may have driven increased
rates of speciation as populations adapted to
increasingly unique ecological, climatic, and edaphic
(soil-produced) conditions.
During interglacial periods, there is evidence that the
forests recolonized the previously dry areas, facilitating interchange once again between the separated
floral and faunal communities. It has been postulated
that the Magdalena River Valley could have served
as one of the most important of such refuges. The
Andes Mountains also form a significant physical
barrier to species movement, which further drives
patterns of endemism in areas such as the Cañón del
Río Claro. The immense complexity of these patterns
makes the history of any one species extremely difficult to trace, and the refuge theory continues to be
refined and debated. However, it is clear from established scientific studies that the Cañón del Río Claro,
and the Middle Magdalena River Valley generally,
holds immense biogeographical importance for understanding the floral and faunal history and present
conditions of the Neotropics.
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T H E G R E AT E R

Developed by FS 2019 participant Kirk Gordon, these maps
chart the anthropogenic, geological, and hydrological landscape of the Río Claro watershed.

PUERTO NARE

R Í O C L A R O WAT E R S H E D

The cut-out below shows the tense overlay of teak and cement
production facilities with the river ’s unique karst-marble geology and ecotourism centers. The map to the left expands these
relationships across the whole watershed.

RIO CLARO | RIO COCORNÁ

watershed
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Above: Map of industrial activities and resources in the region around Rio Claro Nature Reserve.
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The marble karst topography in El Cañón del Río
Claro presents unique physical conditions for plant
and animal habitation and also drives the formation
of calciferous soils. Because these marble features
are isolated within a landscape of other types of rock,
the calciferous soils present are likely an additional
driver of plant endemism. Studies of uniquely adapted
plants, such as those growing on bare marble, are
another area of scientific exploration.
LARGE SCALE GEOLOGIC HISTORY
During our stay, we received lectures from Fundación
Amazonas Research Director Justo Arosemena on
the geologic and biogeographical history of Río Claro
that helped us contextualize the natural phenomena
we were seeing. The area of the Earth on which the

Karst landscapes feature many underground waterflows
within the rocks fissures.

A local craftsman shares his work fashioning animal
figurines from Río Claro marble.

Cañón del Río Claro now sits was once a shallow
ocean. Rich calcium deposits formed by marine life
led to the formation of limestone over hundreds of
millions of years (between 500–200 million years
ago), before tectonic movement spurred the rising of
the Andes mountains. It is this limestone that eventually became the marble that formed the canyon. Each
day as we started our excursions and waded in the
river, observing the limestone’s complex forms and
intersections with other types of rock allowed us to
contextualize our knowledge.
While limestone deposits formed, other sedimentary
processes in the region led to the formation of shale
and other types of rock. Metamorphic rocks such
as gneiss were formed during the Devonian Period
(358–419 million years ago). Igneous intrusive rocks
such as quartz and quartz diorite were formed during
the Triassic Period (201–251 millions year ago).
At the beginning of the Jurassic Period, the Nazca
tectonic plate on the west coast of South America
began to move underneath the South American
plate. This tectonic movement led to the formation

Deep section illustrations by FS 2019 participant Eloísa
Balieiro Ikeda
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Karst formations host a brilliant diversity of life atop and
around them.

T h e A r g o s c e m e n t p r o d u c t i o n f a c i l i t y, w h i c h m i n e s t h e
area’s karst marble as its main resource input
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of the Andean and Sonson batholiths, which caused
the metamorphosis of the original limestone and
other sedimentary rocks in this area that had formed
millions of years earlier. The Paleogene Period
(23–66 million years ago) marked the beginning
of the formation of the Central Andean Cordillera,
and the processes of geologic uplift that occurred
during the formation of the mountain range gradually
exposed the marble, schists, and other igneous and
metamorphic rock to the surface.
Once these rocks reached the surface, they were
subjected to chemical and physical weathering by
wind and water. Marble features were exposed in
conjunction with other, more soluble types of rock,
which eventually weathered away, leaving the large
marble hills we see today. Over the past 6 million
years, through erosion and dissolution, water has
shaped the karst cones into a network of cliffs, caves,
and underground hydrological features. Water began
to weave its way through the linear formation of
marble and eventually carved out what we refer to
as El Cañón del Río Claro. It is difficult to conceive
of the geological time scale on which these features
exist; some of these rocks have existed through five
mass extinctions, and some were probably present
when the first land plants and fish emerged from the
oceans

Overhang (Unnamed) - Geological and Cultural Heritage

The rocks show evidence of breakage but no water
impact, indicating that the sloping formation occured
from a landslide caused by erosion, rather than by
dissolution

There is a narrow cavern that would
be too small for private shelter,
making this place more likely for
unrestricted use.

Presence of charcoal dated from
thousands of years ago indicates
that this area was used for
having fires in pre-Hispanic times.

12

U N I Q U E K A R S T H A B I TAT S

An analysis of karst cavern geology and human use by
FS 2019 participant Lily Raphael
The FS 2019 group at the base of a karst formation once used as a meeting place for indigenous groups & settlers alike

The morphology of the karst landscape provides
unique structural habitats and opportunities for soil
formation and vegetation growth. On the faces of
karst cliffs, there are small pockets of rock in which
vegetation is often found growing in extremely
shallow soils. The soils within these rock outcrops
are likely a mix of dissolved calcium deposited by
water from the surrounding marble, microbial life,
decomposing organic material, and other sediments.
Many types of tropical plants, such as epiphytes, have
traits that would allow them to flourish in this type of
environment, but in the Río Claro, these karst features
support a diverse array of vegetation types, from
ferns to specially adapted large trees. The particular
chemical composition of these karst features and the
stark physical conditions of this growing environment
suggest that plants must have developed specific
adaptations to be able to grow here.
The FS 2019 group learns about the architecture of trees
as a multi-story “apartment” for many other species.
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A bat finds refuge in the complex network of underground
karst caverns

Seeds deposited by cave-dwelling birds called
“guacharos” attempt to grow in the dark.
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E C O L O G I C A L A N A LY S I S &
LANDSCAPE LEGIBILITY
Our time in Río Claro was punctuated by interactive
exercises and lectures by faculty members. On one
of the first days, Nick Pevzner and Steph Carlisle led
an all-day exercise in deep section drawing, in which
students spent an entire day drawing a deep section
of a selected slice of forest along the Río Claro.
The variety of drawing skills and ecological literacy
among the students led to a great amount of growth
and knowledge sharing during this exercise, which
previewed the interdisciplinary energy that would
characterize the rest of the trip. Pevzner and Carlisle
continued to lead memorable interactive workshops
in landscape ecology, landscape characterization,
and observation techniques which were greatly
instructive in the completion of our projects.

M y c o l o g i s t A í d a Va s c o t e a c h e s F S 2 0 1 9 p a r t i c i p a n t s a b o u t m y c e l i u m a n d t h e l i f e c y c l e o f f u n g i i n t h e f o r e s t .

(above, top) Mushrooms found during a field walk with
m y c o l o g i s t A í d a Va s c o
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A categorized display of flies caught during a field walk
with entymologist Eduardo Amat

A dead “zombie ant”, infected by a fungus that forces it
to climb high in trees to spread its spores

An endemic butterfly caught by FS participants during a
field walk with entymologist Eduardo Amat
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Our theoretical and real-world introduction to
tropical ecology allowed us to sense and perceive
the immense complexity of the forest. We learned
about early successional trees such as Cecropia
peltalta, otherwise known as yarumo, which is a fastgrowing tree that provides shade and nutrition for
wildlife during early stages of post-disturbance forest
regeneration and exists throughout the neotropics.
Conversely, in Río Claro there are extremely rare latesuccessional trees such as Caryodaphnosis cogolloi,
an endemic tree which was only documented by
scientist Álvaro Cogollo during his vegetation survey
in the 1980s. Mycologists Aída Vasco and Tatiana
Sanjuan revealed the mechanisms of the fungal
networks present in the forest, their strange parasitic
and mutualistic forms, and their incredible diversity.
Entomologist Eduardo Amat invited us to accompany
him in collecting insects and lectured on the essential
ecosystem services insects provide. Despite the large
number of scientists that have come to Río Claro,
it became increasingly apparent to us how much
there was left to know about this fascinating place.
During our stay, we could hear the sounds of the
Ecocementos marble mine just over the karst cliff
bordering the reserve, highlighting the stark contrast
of Colombia’s expanding extractive industry and its
ecological legacy.

Natural Systems

to pricing based on disease; the International Joint
Commission’s modeling of the vulnerability of the
Great Lakes; the U.S. Nuclear Waste Management
Organization’s fuel cell research) to illustrate the
practical aspects and benefits of employing systems
approaches to product and place-based design and
construction.
Ben-Eli’s definition of sustainability probed our
thinking: “... a dynamic equilibrium in the interaction
between a population and its environment such that
the population develops its full potential without
producing irreversible, adverse effects on the carrying
capacity of the environment upon which it depends.”
He underscored how difficult it is to operationalize
sustainability in practice. Then, he presented how
a remote Bedouin settlement in the Negev desert
of Israel—Project Wadi Attir—has evolved over the
past 20 years from an empty desert land to a model
community of agriculture, craft, and education for
formerly nomadic people. The project now employs
80 people and serves as an example in the field of
gender equity in the workplace. Tens of thousands
of visitors and several United Nations delegations
have visited the project to learn how they might adapt
its programs and sustainable businesses in their
countries.

The FS 2019 group pose over the day’s discoveries with
f i e l d e x p e r t s A í d a Va s c o , E d u a r d o A m a t , a n d N i c o l á s
Peláez Restrepo.

Students review their illustrations after a day spent
sketching in the field.

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y A N D S Y S T E M S
DYNAMICS
Over the course of 10 days, participants explored the
Río Claro canyon with experts in ornithology, music,
botany, entomology, mycology, systems dynamics,
landscape ecology, anthropology, landscape
architecture, urban planning, history, and architecture.

D r. B e n E l i t e a c h e s t h e F S 2 0 1 9 g r o u p a b o u t p r i n c i p l e s
o f s y s t e m s t h e o r y.

Workshop co-director Kevin Bone contributed several
talks. One explored the history of New York City water
systems planning. He also continued an evening
exercise, “Words on Nature,” by reading excerpts from
selected texts.
During three intensive days of study and discussion,
Dr. Michael Ben-Eli, founder of The Sustainability
Laboratory, led a series of presentations on systems
dynamics and concepts of sustainability. He cited
several case studies (NYU’s Medical Center’s switch
FS 2019 participants Amy Willox and Lily Rafael listen
for bird songs during an early morning field hike with
ornithologist Oscar Laverde.
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FS 2019 participants spend a day in the field sketching
deep sections of the river as part of an assignment by
f a c u l t y S t e p h C a r l i s l e a n d N i c k P e v z n e r.

Another fungal specimen found during a field walk with
m y c o l o g i s t A í d a Va s c o
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Synthesis & Wrap-Up
MONTES CLAROS, LA CEJA
AUGUST 7-10

SELECTED STUDENT WORKS

After departing Río Claro, the workshop concluded
with students finalizing their projects at the
former home and studio of Justo Arosemena (the
grandfather of our faculty member Justo Arosemena,
who serves as Research Director of Fundación
Amazonas). By their account, the workshop
succeeded in introducing students to new ways
of observing and understanding natural systems
and to a more explicit knowledge of urban systems
and contemporary design. Participants became
aware of the challenges that rural settlements
face in development pressures from unsustainable
industries such as mining and cement manufacturing
and global interest in conserving biodiversity while
adapting to climate change.
The group arrives at Montes Claros for their final days.

FS 2019 participants embrace before departing.

The group pauses intense discussion for a brief moment
t o p o s e f o r a p h o t o d u r i n g d i n n e r.
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FS 2019 faculty Nick Pevzner helps students as they
finalize their project presentations.
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Yuri Paz

national scale: geophysical barriers
Islands
Distance
Ocean
Caribbean:
Magdalena river’s delta

Orinoquia:
Seasonable wetlands

Pacific:
High Precipitation
Dense Woods

Andean:
Mountain ranges
Big rivers
Deep valleys

Amazon:
Dense rainforest

Representation of Colombian barriers to accessibility by region. In the Andean region the
presence of the three mountain ranges of the cordillera makes the altitudes vary from 300 meters
(984 ft) above sea level on the Magdalena river valley to more then 5.700 meters (18,700 ft) on
the Nevado de Huila peak. Besides that, the presence off the valleys of the two biggest rivers of the
country, Cauca and Magdalena, between each two mountain ranges makes even more difficult the
lateral mobility of people on this region. These two rivers forms a single delta on the region of
Caribbean lowlands, where the flood susceptibility is high. In the other region marked by the
presence of lowlands, the Orinoquia, the presence of the llanos and its seasonable wetlands
define another barrier for occupation and mobility. Another low occupied region is the
Amazonian. Despite of its area, that covers more then 40% of the territory, this southeast region
marked by the presence of dense tropical rainforest is home to only 2,3% of the country
population according to the 2005 census. On the other side of the country, the Pacific region is
marked by high precipitation due to moist air masses that came from the ocean and that usually
overcomes the 8000 mm a year rate in some cities. The Colombian territory also include the
insular lands that can be as far as 775 km from the coast, like the island of San Andres.
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View from the town of La Aguadita, in the municipality of Fresno, showing the Guarinó River
Valley. Highlighted in red, the curves of roads and paths that are used to traverse the high slopes
of the central cordillera shows that slope and the means of transport affect how tortuous the path
must be.

X < L

Tortuosity is a concept widely used for
engineering purpose, including the study of
fluid flow or contaminant transport in porous
media. In this cases, tortuosity can be related to
the difficulty that water or some contaminants
has to move trough the media.
The geometric tortuosity factor (τ) can be
defined in different ways depending on the
analysis that is been taken, but it is always a
relation between the straight distance between
two point of the porous media (X) and the real
average distance considering only the void
spaces (L), as shown in the Figure beside. For
this work, we are considering one of the
simplest ways to define it: τ = L/X
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local scale: Jerusalen case study

Río Claro

Medellín

Manizales

Armero

Bogotá

Chingaza

ECOCEMENTOS
Mining and
Cement Plants

Medellin-Bogota
Highway Access

Río Claro
Reserve

Topografic profile of the Field Stations 2019’s main road travels, not considering the trips to
Santa Fé de Antioquia and La Cieja in order to avoid duplicate measurements.
Accessibility parameters of each of the considered trips

Road Distance (km)
Linear Distance (km)
Tortuosity Factor - τ
Travel time (h)
Average Speed (km/h)

Chingaza Bogotá
50,8
23,7
2,14
2h00
25,40

Bogotá Armero
158
93,9
1,68
3h30
45,14

Armero Manizales
163
75,7
2,15
3h50
42,52

Manizales Medellín
192
136
1,41
4h40
41,14

Medellín Río Claro
155
90,1
1,72
2h55
53,14

The trips from the Páramo Chingaza to Bogotá and from Armero to Manizales were the ones with
higher value of tortuosity. The first can be related to the high number of positive and negative
slopes that connects the two sites doe to the presence of mountains of the occidental cordillera.
From Armero to Manizales, the necessity to cross the center cordillera with its steep slopes and
the highest peak of the route can be a reason for a higher value of the tortuosity factor.
Knowing that the tortuosity factor applied to evaluate road accessibility can only explain the
barriers that impact the geometric characteristic of the path, it’s also interesting to observe other
parameters such as the average speed, that will also be impacted by aspects such as quality of the
paving materials and traffic.
The average speed of the first trip, form Páramo Chingaza to Bogotá, is marked lower than the
others reflecting the mentioned slope changes but also the fact that this is the only trip marked by
the presence of long local roads despite of highways. The traffic of the city of Bogotá may also
have impacted this index.

ARGOS
Minig and
Cement
plants
Jerusalén town is situated on the municipality of Sonsón, in Antioquia, and has its history and
development attached to accessibility improvement in the region. It’s a linear town that covers the
sides of a road paved on mid 1980’s to connect the Medellin-Bogota highway to the Mining and
Cement Factory, owned nowadays by ARGOS. Since than, the town has consistently grown.
Nowadays it faces a important mark: the beginning of the operation of a new Cement Factory,
called ECOCEMENTOS much closer to the town, that has the potential to expand it and impact
even more its environment. Its located on the Río Claro basin and all the non treated sewage
that’s are disposed on the Jerusalen creak meets the river upstream the Reserve.

Accessibility parameters for the other trips
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Medellín - Santa Fé Río Claro - La Ceja
55,2
137
Road Distance (km)

8
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to the carbon capture potential of
his framing promotes the benefits
cosystem services over others—
anges that maximise the carbon
W IS PRODUCTIVITY ASSESSED AND LEGITIMIZED?
ential are consideredHofOmore
services such as biodiversity and
{ justifying corporate land transformations }
functionality.

rs, including local community
ives, environmental and municipal
The Argos plan relies heavily on LANDSAT analysis to describe the existing project territory,
t authorities, NGOs and private
abstracting land use into four basic categories: forest, crop, pasture, and stubble. While many
were invited to review the project.
landowners in the area have cleared endemic forests and established pasture as a means
attended, provided comments that
of signifying occupation and retaining land rights through periods of political turmoil, the
he socio-economic benefits to
Argos document details the minimal to negative environmental value of maintaining pasture
ea. It is key to note, stakeholder
grasslands into the future. In foreseeing little to no movement toward other alternatives, Argos
t occurred at later stages of the
advocates instead for the establishment of a productive reforestation project, adding employment
t within the conceptualization,
opportunities and economic value in the region.
and design stages.
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Assessment and Legitimization Strategies for Rural Productive Landscapes

Amy Willox & Kirk Gordon

JANUARY 7TH, 2008

AUGUST 5TH, 2019

ARGOS land analysis

field observations
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maintenance and a limited need for human settlement in proximity. These characteristics lend as
way to hold land through a perceived productive use, reducing the potential of future conflicts over
the right to use land.

anaged
ing

5

The control of spatial from is reflected in the control of environmental
conditions
suchGordon
as light
Amy
Willox & Kirk
and moisture. The comparative visual representation between the managed teak plantation
and unmanaged pasture land shows the uniform conditions created through mono-culture
A M Y W I L L O X & K I R K G O R D O N | F I E L D S T AT I O N S 2 0 1 9 | C O L O M B I A
regularization, in contrast to the sporadic and irregular conditions of passive regeneration. A
diversity in conditions is seen to promote ecological diversity.
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H OW I S P R O D U C T I V I T Y S PAT I A L I Z E D ?
{ formal characteristics of productive landscapes }

The selection of a mono-culture teak plantation for the area can be viewed as a similar strategy to
pastoralization - as a visual form of establishing the productive use of an area to claim ownership
of land. Spatial regularization is used for the optimal commodification of the teak trees. However,
standardized spacing also applies
K a r sorder
t Ctooann area
e to represent control and authority. Teak trees
themselves, as a non-native species, are visually distinct and unfamiliar in appearance, thus
B u ff e r
promote a view as a managed landscape. A plantation, compared to other uses, requires low
maintenance and a limited need for human settlement in proximity. These characteristics lend as
way to hold land through a perceived productive use, reducing the potential of future conflicts over
the right to use land.

anaged
ing

4

5 The control of spatial from is reflected in the control of environmental conditions such as light

and moisture. The comparative visual representation between the managed teak plantation
A M Y and
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L L O X &pasture
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19 | COLOMBIA
landGshows
uniform
regularization, in contrast to the sporadic and irregular conditions of passive regeneration. A
diversity in conditions is seen to promote ecological diversity.
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8
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Moments of irregularity fostered biodiversity. The retainment of existing trees within the
plantation
creates noticeable rings of biodiversity around these specimens. Other notable
S PAT I A L
O R G A N I Zof
A T diversity
ION
patches
include sun gaps formed by fallen or damaged plantation trees. Within
the stand, size irregularity, leaning forms, and understory species increased as one traveled
towards the karst cones.
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conclusion

There are a multitude of strategies to assess, categorise and represent rural landscapes, each
embedded with different value-systems that promote certain views of what is perceived as a
productive use of land. This project does not intend to favour certain forms of categorisation over
others—but rather through a single site analysis to give attention to the need for more nuanced
understanding of ecological and social dynamics within land-use planning decisions.
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Our analysis interrogated the interplay between abstraction, resolution and detail. We recognise
the functional utility of adopting a territorial-scale analysis and the associated abstractions that
are necessary in order to practically plan at such a large scale. Equally, we demonstrate that
the categorizations of land which result from these approaches obfuscate diversity and detail
at multiple levels, promoting a standardised approach to land-use planning and reasserting a
dominant vision of what is productive. Furthermore, approaches that give weight to technical
forms of knowledge over grounded or lived understandings of place are liable to create
exclusionary
M Oconceptions
I S T U R E of space and its interactions.
Through on-site observations, we were able to explore the tensions between what is presented
within planning discourse in relation to actual conditions on the ground. The focus on a single
area within the larger plantation project area is arguably its own form of abstraction - but
one which affords a glimpse of high resolution and details. While our sample area cannot be
understood as directly representative of the larger area, it can offer new insights into alternative
interpretations and potentials for the site. By operating at a hyperlocal scale, the process of
ground truthing is asserted as a critical element to planning decisions. We argue that the addition
of complementary processes of land analysis which cross scales and reveal nuances can lead to
alternative planning decisions and a more inclusive reconceptualisation of productive land.
In consideration of how to plan sustainable futures for rural landscapes, we believe that the term
“productive” should not remain solely as a notion of economic productivity, but should encompass
ecological and social productivity as well. The way to achieve this is through the inclusion of
multiple value-systems and varied approaches to categorise and potentialize
2 3 the land.
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PHYSICAL

7. LARGE TREES AS HABITATS

PHYSICAL

Rio Claro, as part of one of Colombia’s centers Rio
of endemism,
Claro, as part of one of Colombia’s centers of endemism,
contains many species of plants, animals, fungi, birds,
contains
and insects
many species of plants, animals, fungi, birds, and insects
that are only found within the reserve boundaries.
that The
are forces
only found within the reserve boundaries.
8 The forces
driving this endemism throughout history are driving
debatable,
thisbutendemism throughout history are debatable, but
endemism can be driven by geographic isolation,
endemism
unique soil
can be driven by geographic isolation, unique soil
conditions, changes in resource availability, conditions,
environemtnal
changes in resource availability,
10
9 environemtnal
6
conditions, and a host of other factors. One exampleconditions,
of an endemic
and a host of other factors. One example of an endemic
7
species is the Yumbe tree (Caryodaphnosis cogolloispecies
van derisWerff)
the Yumbe tree (Caryodaphnosis cogolloi van der Werff)
from the family Lauraceae, of which Rio Claro has
from
twothe
endemic
family Lauraceae, of which Rio Claro has two endemic
tree species. The yumbe can reach heights of up totree
30 meters
species.and
The yumbe can reach heights
of up to 30 meters and
SMALL SCALE
provides a habitat to countless other species, such asprovides
tree-dwelling
a habitat to countless other species, such as tree-dwelling
mammals (sloths, monkeys, titi) as well as fungi,
mammals
vines, (sloths,
and
monkeys, titi) as well as fungi, vines, and
epiphytes. The wood of the tree was recently tested
epiphytes.
for use The
as a wood of the tree was recently tested for use as a
building material, despite its perilous conservation status.
building material, despite its perilous conservation status.

BIOLOGICAL

SECTION B UNNAMED BEACH SECTION
WITH KARST B
CLIFF
UNNAMED BEACH WITH KARST CLIFF
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7. LARGE TREES AS HABITATS

Large tropical trees can be considered habitats in themselves;
Large tropical
their trees
branches,
can beleaves,
considered
and large
habitats
root in
systems
themselves;
are their branches, leaves, and large root systems are
hosts for innumerable plants, animals, fungi, and other
hosts
species.
for innumerable
The relationship
plants,between
animals,large
fungi,
trees
andand
other
lianas,
species. The relationship between large trees and lianas,
or woody vines, is essential
to the functioning of tropical
or woody
forest
vines,
structure.
is essential
Hemiepiphytes
to the functioning
have a growth
of tropical
formforest structure. Hemiepiphytes have a growth form
8
that is unique to the tropics; they begin as bromeliads
that isand
unique
cascade
to the
roots
tropics;
down they
which
begin
eventually
as bromeliads
reach the
and cascade roots down which eventually reach the
ground. Epiphytes, or air plants, grow aerial roots and
ground.
are often
Epiphytes,
found balanced
or air plants,
on the
grow
branches
aerial roots
and nooks
and are
of often found balanced on the branches and nooks of
large trees. Many epiphytes, specifically some orchid
large
species,
trees. Many
rely onepiphytes,
specific types
specifically
of mychorrizal
some orchid
fungispecies,
to
rely on specific types of mychorrizal fungi to
gather nutrients and to reproduce. These extremely specialized
gather nutrients
relationships
and to reproduce.
exemplifyThese
the intricate
extremely
ecology
specialized
of
relationships exemplify the intricate ecology of
Rio Claro and of neotropical forests in general.
Rio Claro and of neotropical forests in general.
8. CAVES AND OPENINGS

8. CAVES AND OPENINGS

The caves at the edges of karst cliffs often tell a revealing
The caves
story
at the
about
edges
geologic
of karst
history
cliffs as
often
welltell
as aproviding
revealing story about geologic history as well as providing
unique habitats for plants, animals and other organisms.
unique
This
habitats
photograph
for plants,
shows
animals
the bottom
and other
of a organisms.
karst cliff on
This photograph shows the bottom of a karst cliff on
the side of the Rio Claro with a series of caves in the
thebackground
side of the Rio
and Claro
marblewith
features
a series
in the
of caves
foreground.
in the background
The
and marble features in the foreground. The
fact that the foreground marble does not appear as smoothed
fact that the
andforeground
weathered marble
by waterdoes
suggests
not appear
that the
as caves
smoothed
in and weathered by water suggests that the caves in
the background were formed not exclusively by the
theRio
background
Claro, butwere
by water
formedflowing
not exclusively
through fissures
by the Rio
and Claro, but by water flowing through fissures and
openings in the karst cone above the cave and out the
openings
bottominofthe
thekarst
cliff.cone
In Rio
above
Claro,
thethe
cave
caves
and are
outhome
the bottom
to
of the cliff. In Rio Claro, the caves are home to
species such as the guacharos birds, bats, and insects.
species
They such
are also
as the
very
guacharos
important
birds,
archaeological
bats, and insects.
sites; there
They are also very important archaeological sites; there
is evidence of human settlements in the caves in thisisregion
evidence
reaching
of human
backsettlements
9,000 years.in the caves in this region reaching back 9,000 years.
10

9

10
9. TWISTED & FUSED ROCKS

9

9

9

The twisted form of this rock demonstrates how metamorphic
The twisted
processes
form of modified
this rock demonstrates
the structure of
how
rock
metamorphic
that was processes modified the structure of rock that was
previously sedimentary. Those different types of sedimentary
previouslyrocks
sedimentary.
-- limestone,
Thoseasdifferent
well as types
likely of
shale,
sedimentary
were
rocks -- limestone, as well as likely shale, were
gradually buried deep underground over millions ofgradually
years andburied
were subjected
deep underground
to the heat
over
emanating
millions from
of years
the and were subjected to the heat emanating from the
Andean or Sonson batholiths since the Cretaceous Andean
period (66-145
or Sonson
Ma).batholiths
Other types
since
ofthe
intrusive
Cretaceous
igneous
period
and (66-145 Ma). Other types of intrusive igneous and
metamorphic rocks - granite, quartz, gneiss - were pushed
metamorphic
down below
rocks the
- granite,
surfacequartz,
and ingneiss
the landscape
- were pushed
can bedown below the surface and in the landscape can be
seen fused within marble deposits. The shape of this seen
particular
fusedrock,
within
broken
marble
offdeposits.
of a larger
Thefeature
shapeand
of this
deposited
particular rock, broken off of a larger feature and deposited
into the riverbed, has now been partly smoothed overinto
by the flowing
riverbed,river
has now
and isbeen
home
partly
to a smoothed
series of mosses
over byand
the flowing river and is home to a series of mosses and
lichens. The fact that it is not completely smoothed over
lichens.
suggests
The fact
thatthat
it broke
it is not
off completely
of a higher perch
smoothed
and fell
overinto
suggests that it broke off of a higher perch and fell into
the riverbed.
the riverbed.
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10. SHAPING OF THE CANYON

This photo shows the relationship between the marble
This
karst
photo
cliffs
shows
and the
theriver
relationship
which shaped
between
it over
the marble
the pastkarst
six cliffs and the river which shaped it over the past six
million years. It also shows the relationship of specialized
millionplants
years.toItthe
also
physical
shows the
andrelationship
chemical properties
of specialized
of thisplants to the physical and chemical properties of this
cliff face. The interaction of water flows with this rock
cliffface
face.shows
The interaction
how the “canyon”
of water was
flows
carved
with by
thisthe
rock
river,
face shows how the “canyon” was carved by the river,
smoothing the marble on either side. The fissure insmoothing
the cliff face
thehere
marble
is typical
on either
of marble
side. The
features;
fissurethe
in the
many
cliff face here is typical of marble features; the many
cracks in marble bedrock create opportunities for water
cracks
intrusion
in marble
as well
bedrock
as soil
create
formation
opportunities
and plant
for life.
water
The
intrusion as well as soil formation and plant life. The
plants that have found refuge on this wall are uniquely
plants
adapted
that have
to this
found
situation,
refugeand
onover
this wall
time are
theyuniquely
accumulate
adapted to this situation, and over time they accumulate
soils and substrates in which to grow and propagate, soils
utilizing
and sediments
substrates that
in which
are blown
to grow
by and
the wind
propagate,
or deposited
utilizing sediments that are blown by the wind or deposited
by the river.
by the river.
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Important dates of Human History in Colombia and
Río Claro
c. 7000 BCE
c. 500 CE
c. 1500
1800
1810
1826
1819-1831
1886
1899-1902
1948
1948-1964
1958

1965
1980s
1981
1984
late 1980s
1990
1991
Late 1990s
1998

2002

2005
2008
2009
2010
2017
2018
2019

Humans migrated through/inhabited middle Magdalena River basin
Pantágoras tribe active in the Middle Magdalena River basin
Arrival of Spanish to Middle Magdalena
Foundation of Sonsón
Establishment of Colombia
Foundation of Antioquia
Period of Gran Colombia (present-day Colombia, Ecuador,
Venezuela, Panamá, northern Perú, western Guyana, and northwestern Brazil)
First Colombian Constitution
Thousand Days War
Assassination of Liberal activist Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, who promoted public participation and
economic redistribution, sparking violent outbreaks in Bogotá and throughout the country
La Violencia
Arrival of Severiano Gonzalez and Eloy Arbelaez to the region, who were surveying for road
development. They collected geological samples which were tested in Bogotá. Confirmation of
marble in the region, leading to mining exploitation.
Foundation of the corregimiento of La Danta as individuals migrated from other areas to work in
marble mining.
Ministry of Mining grants mining concessions in Río Claro karst region
Construction of Cementos Río Claro
Completion of Medellín-Bogotá highway
Cementos Argos consolidates land titles in the region and purchases Cementos Río Claro
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Naturally formed gathering places
Geo-hydrological processes have caused the formation of karst caverns. Through the processes
of dissolution and erosion of limestone and other minerals, karst caverns in the area formed and
became habitats for wildlife and spaces for shelter and gathering for humans. In the Samaná-Río
Claro karst formations, humans as early as 9000 years ago took advantage of the natural architectural qualities of these spaces for shelter and spiritual use.

President César Gaviria Trujillo (Liberal) elected on anti-drug platform
Construction of Rosario Fish Farm for export of tilapia to Miami
New Colombian Constitution
Bombing of Rosario fish farm by guerrilla group
The paramilitary Autodefensea Unidas de Colombia (AUC) and guerrilla Ejército de Liberación
Nacional (ELN) issue a displacement order for Rio Claro, San Luis, Concorna and San Francisco.
Most people in the region flea.
Alvaro Uribe elected president
Division of karst outcrops of La Danta amongst local residents; Formation of local mining
cooperative ASOMARDANT
Demobilization process begins
Argos establishes Teak farm on property on which they hold mining concession, near Overhang
Argos CO2 offset project registered with UNFCCC (teak plantations)
Arnulfo Berrio from the town of El Prodigio (Sonsón) discovers petroglyphs in the region,
attracting archaeologists and anthropologists to explore more of the karst caverns
President Juan Manuel Santos elected
President Iván Duque Márquez (Conservative) elected. New peace treaty established
Construction of EcoCementos cement processing facility begins
Closure of Rosario Fish Farm
Initiation of project to digitize selected archaeological sites at risk of disappearing in Samaná-Río
Claro karst region

8
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Cultural Heritage in the Karst Landscape of Samaná-Río Claro

Lily Raphael
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La Gruta - Geological, Biological and Cultural Heritage
“Ellos no marcaron ni cualquier
lugar ni cualquier caverna.”
-Luis Guillermo López Bonilla (Archaeologist)

Previous occupants in the area chose specific caves
for specific purposes. Although we cannot know
with absoulte certainty what the symbols meant,
we can infer that people thought that the place was
significant enough to be marked, that there was
something important about it that they needed to
express.

On the second level of the cave, black charcoal
pictographs of human figures appear on the wall.
They are dated from the same time as the petroglyphs
at the entrance.

Shamanic figures hammered into the interior walls of
cave at the entrance. Some of them have been carved
over by visitors in recent years, and others have been
spray painted with graffiti.
Petroglyphs
Petroglyphs carved
carved into
into the
the
cave
cave entrance
entrance are
are dated
dated from
from
800
800 years
years ago.
ago.
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The cave is home to bats and a
nocturnal species of birds called
guácharos that make a distinct
clicking sound. They feed on
the fruits and seeds of oil palms.
Shamans would use the grease of
the birds in ritual ceremonies.

The process of dissolution has formed unique ceiling
formations on the second level of the cavern, where it
is likely that pre-Hispanic people took shelter.

17
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Rural Property Dynamics, Land Value and Land Use in Colombia

Rian Rooney
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1810
1739
Viceroyalty of New Granada Colombian Independence
established with Bogota as the
1819
capital
Formation of Gran Colombia

1848-9
Liberal and Conservative political
parties are founded
1851
Slavery is abolished

1830
Dissolution of Gran Colombia
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1899-1902
Thousand Days’ War

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
BanCO2, Conexion Jaguar, Fundacion Pantera,
DMI (Distritos de Manejo Integrado), CORNARE,
CORANTIOQUIA

RISE OF PARAMILITARES

LA COLONIZACÍON ANTIOQUEÑA

LA VIOLENCIA + COLOMBIAN CIVIL WAR

“POST-CONFLICT”

A mobilization of settlers out of existing population
centers to create new villages, settlements and farms in
land as yet unclaimed as private property. This process
awarded national “baldíos” to those who could make
the land “productive,” thus establishing a greater
number of smallholder, family farms and properties in
western Colombia than in other parts of the country.
Coffee became the primary product and formed the
basis of Colombia’s economy.

A civil war between the two
major poiltical parties, Conservadores y Liberales, displaced
hundreds of thousands of
Colombians, primarily out of the
more heavily settled Andean
states and toward the south.

Since the peace agreement, a significant
amount of Colombian territory that had
previously been excluded from state oversight,
and thus from landgrabbing, is opening to
traditional property relations. Natural areas
that had been preserved by the conflict and
land that had been banked during the violence
are now the targets of industrial development
and extraction.

The rise of the FARC and ELN in 1964
initiated a decades-long civil war that drove
further displacement and dispossession.
Many of the internally displaced moved out
of rural areas and into cities, often informally occupying land on the urban periphery.
During the violence, minifundios were often
acquired through unofficial carta venta sales
and coercion for low prices.

DRUG TRADE
Proceeds from drug trade are laundered through land (specifically cattle pasture) and
gold, causing an increased demand for land for coca production and mining and a rise
in land speculation.

Production
Extraction

Production

Production
Speculation
Territory

Production
Speculation
Extraction
Conservation

sale to industrial corporation

land grant

tierra baldia

cultivation

acquistion

Land Use Value
Large Landholdings

1994
2014
Agrarian Reform Law 160,
Victims and Land Restituion Law
intended to prevent land hoarding

Paramilitaries emerge to fight the guerilla and protect
private lands, aligning with the interests and territories
of large landowners and cattle ranches. These groups
displace small farmers from their lands and become
involved in the drug trade and coca cultivation.

In colonial New Granada, the Spanish Crown granted
land to colonists along with the right to demand tribute
from and force Indigenous inhabitants into labor,
primarily for agricultural production. Spanish law
legitimized a system of land occupation dependent on
subordinated workers. After the revolution, large
colonial estates became private haciendas, and many of
the systems of dependence remained in place. Agricultural productivity stayed dependent on non-landowning
laborers, aparceros, who earned a subsistence living by
sharecropping on the land.

Small Landholdings

1964
FARC + ELN are founded

Cattle ranching drastically expands between 1978 and
1987 due to government policies that ease credit,
lower taxation on cattle and land and offer legal
protection for underused land.

COLONIAL ERA +
POST INDEPENDENCE

FIELD STATIONS 2019

2016
Peace Agreement Ratified

1997
AUC forms

EXPANSION OF CATTLE RANCHING

Spanish law informed the governing and settling of the
colonies, concentrating power, land and resources in the
hands of the colonists and subjugating the Indigenous
communities through repartimiento, encomienda and
resguardo titling.

77

1948
Jorge Gaitan is assassinated

1874
Law 61 awards tierras baldias to
cultivators, sparking expansion.

CASTILIAN LAW + LAW OF THE INDIES

1994
Constitutional Reform, state obligation to
promote land access for agricultural workers

1958
National Front is established

new latifundios

agroindustry,
extraction

la n
d re

stit

utio

n

violence

5

tierra baldia

minifundios

minifundios

abandonment

6

restoration
opportunity?
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la violencia and
la violencia
the Colombian
and thecivil
Colombian
war
civil war

“post-conflict”
“post-conflict”

The two major Colombian civil
The
wars
twotriggered
major Colombian
historic numbers
civil wars
of internally
triggered displaced
historic numbers
Colom-of internally displaced Colombians. The effects of La Violencia
bians.
were
The
concentrated
effects of Lalargely
Violencia
in the
were
Andean
concentrated
departments,
largely
causing
in the Andean departments, causing
migration to the south, a region
migration
which has
to been
the south,
resistant
a region
to thewhich
state and
has been
Bogota
resistant
elites since
to thethe
state and Bogota elites since the
conflict. In conjunction with the
conflict.
accumulation
In conjunction
of properties
with the
in rural
accumulation
areas, displacement
of propertiestriggered
in rural areas, displacement triggered
rapid urbanization and the creation
rapid of
urbanization
new, “illegal”
and private
the creation
properties
of new,
in “illegal”
cities through
private
adverse
properties in cities through adverse
possession.
possession.

Historical landgrabbing has meant
Historical
that large
landgrabbing
tracts of land
has meant
are now
that
consolidated
large tractsinoffewer
land are
hands
now consolidated in fewer hands
and are available for industrialand
purchases.
are available
During
forour
industrial
stay in purchases.
Rio Claro, we
During
encountered
our stay and
in Rio Claro, we encountered and
witnessed Argos’ industrial operations
witnessedand
Argos’
landindustrial
uses (calcite
operations
mining, and
monoculture
land usesforestry)
(calcite mining,
in
monoculture forestry) in
the formerly conflict-ridden area.
the The
formerly
murky
conflict-ridden
land accumulation
area. The
and murky
assembly
land
processes
accumulation
of pastand assembly processes of past
decades has enabled “clean” sales
decades
to corporations
has enabled “clean”
interestedsales
in the
to resources
corporations
andinterested
available in
land
the resources and available land
in territories previously closedintoterritories
capital and
previously
traditional
closed
property
to capital
rights.and
Thetraditional
national government
property rights. The national government
has also played a role in this, encouraging
has also played
extraction
a role inofthis,
mineral
encouraging
resourcesextraction
through mining
of mineral
concesresources through mining concessions to subsoil rights controlled
sions
by to
thesubsoil
state. rights controlled by the state.

accumulation through dispossession
accumulation through dispossession

industrial threats and restitution
industrial threats and restitution

Large assemblages are acquiredLarge
for land-intensive
assemblages industrial
are acquired
uses.
forArgos
land-intensive
uses teak industrial
planting asuses.
a way
Argos
to uses teak planting as a way to
hold land while extracting a productive
hold land
usewhile
fromextracting
it.
a productive use from it.

Southern Migration

Southern Migration

Urbanization

Urbanization

Violence from both the guerillaViolence
forces and
from
paramilitaries
both the guerilla
was forces
concentrated
and paramilitaries
in rural areas,
waswhile
concentrated in rural areas, while
the state attempted to maintainthe
greater
state attempted
control over
to cities.
maintain
As agreater
result,control
many ofover
the cities.
displaced
As awere
result, many of the displaced were
small farmers. A complex alliance
smallbetween
farmers.
large
A complex
landowning
alliance
ranchers
between
andlarge
paramilitary
landowning
groups
ranchers and paramilitary groups
ensured the protection of prime,
ensured
lowlands
the from
protection
guerilla
of prime,
activitylowlands
and control.
fromHowever,
guerilla activity
paramiliand control. However, paramilitaries displaced smaller landowners,
taries displaced
forcing land
smaller
saleslandowners,
at desperation
forcing
prices
land
through
sales carta
at desperation
venta
prices through carta venta
agreements. Those lands couldagreements.
be easily banked
Thoseas
lands
cattle
could
pasture,
be easily
a simple
banked
yet “productive”
as cattle pasture,
landa simple yet “productive” land
use. The rise of Pablo Escobar’s
use.
drug
Thecartel
rise ofinPablo
the 1980s
Escobar’s
also increased
drug cartel
theindemand
the 1980s
for also
land,increased
as
the demand for land, as
drug money could be laundered
drug
withmoney
complicated
could be
land
laundered
purchases
withand
complicated
illegal goldland
mining,
purchases
and and illegal gold mining, and
more territory was turned overmore
to coca
territory
production.
was turned over to coca production.

minifundios,
agricultural
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minifundios,
displacement +
agricultural
violence

9

accumulation,
displacement
consolidation,
+
conversion
violence
into pasture

9

accumulation, consolidation,
conversion into pasture

Over the past several years, a Over
new national
the past project
severalhas
years,
emerged
a newfor
national
the restitution
project has
of lands
emerged
to vicfor the restitution of lands to victims of violence and displacement.
tims While
of violence
the initiative
and displacement.
is complicated
While
due
thetoinitiative
the complex
is complicated
history
due to the complex history
of the land, the illegibility of titles,
of theagreements
land, the illegibility
and violent
of processes
titles, agreements
etc., it offers
and violent
an opportunity
processes etc., it offers an opportunity
to redistribute some of the landtofrom
redistribute
large landowners
some of the
and
land
corporations
from large to
landowners
peasants and
andsmall
corporations to peasants and small
farmers, many of which are driving
farmers,
the many
rapid of
urbanization
which are driving
of Colombia’s
the rapid
cities.
urbanization
With the failure
of Colombia’s
of
cities. With the failure of
the state to protect its natural resources
the state toand
protect
lands,itscould
natural
thisresources
restitutionand
of lands,
lands to
could
the people
this restitution
ofof lands to the people offer an alternative pathway to conservation?
fer an alternative
The pathway
challengetoofconservation?
climate change
Theand
challenge
rising profile
of climate
of change and rising profile of
ecosystem services and biodiversity
ecosystem
mightservices
also offer
andpolicy
biodiversity
routes to
might
accurately
also offer
value
policy
and routes
rewardto accurately value and reward
land uses that conserve and restore
land uses
natural
thatsystems.
conserve and restore natural systems.

Increasing the number of landowners
Increasing
through
the restitution
number of could
landowners
produce
through
more complex
restitution
land
could
use produce
mixes, more complex land use mixes,
generate new rural economic opportunity
generate new
andrural
promote
economic
reforestation.
opportunity and promote reforestation.
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Reading Social Ecological Systems

Erich Wolff

Plants
Biology understands
individuals according to
species, genus, families,
orders, classes, phyla
and kingdoms. Other
understandings, however,
may be more relevant
when species are
selectively introduced in
social ecological systems.

Oryza sativa

Rice is native from Asia and it is one of the most
profitable cultivars grown in Armero. It requires
sophisticated irrigation systems to ensure water
availability.

Coffea arabica

Gossypium hirsutum

The coffee plants grown in Manizales are
of the variety Arabica and can only be
cultivated at altitudes ranging from 500 to
1000 meters.

Leguminosae
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Reading Social Ecological Systems

Erich Wolff

Green infrastructures for Jerusalen

The pipes that currently direct the
waste water from Jerusalen into
the creek will be extended to cross
the creek underneath an elevated
walkway. Then the effluents are
going through a septic tank and
systems of constructed wetlands.
This kind of system is known for
reproducing and enhancing the
ecosystem service provided by
plant roots capable of purifying
water.

This proposal consists in the suggestion of a green
infrastructure system to treat the black and grey
water originated in the dwellings of Jerusalen.
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Fluvial Landscapes, From Bogotá to Medellín
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Fluvial Landscapes, From Bogotá to Medellín
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AREPAS: An Investigation Into the Material Flows of a Landscape
Through its Food Practices
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Vastavikta Bhagat

Electricity

Gas

Firewood

Fruit

Rice

Cacao

Banana

Flowers

The key variables here are used to determine the health and the narrative of the overall landscape
through investigating the time of consumption, methods of preparation, a map of the ingredients, its
modifications and adaptation, resources and energy used in producing the final object, the gestures
of serving and all the actors involved with the final meal. Here the y axis consists of the produce
grown throughout the landscape and the x axis consists of the core breakfast meal ingredients. Circles placed at certain insection at varying scales indicate consumption (dotted but not produced) and
production (solid) across the transect. Dotted lines signify produce is going elsewhere but exported
to the locality.
Potato

Meat

Citrus

Coffee

Dairy
Panela

Corn

The matrix completely dissects the areppa across the transect within the urban, non urban, non rural
and rural territories.What are the objects that accompany it for consumption and the resources for
the preparation are studied through which an effort is made to trace the origin of each ingredient, the
core ones being corn, panella and dairy products. However through this methodic dissection and investigation, the material flows and the local produce grown was documented to understand the relationship of the communities and their methods of productive independence, if they existed and how
did they translate into possible economies and hence resource regions and the manner in which they
created dialogues with the adjacent ecosystems and the values that were ascertained to the natural as
compared to the completely man introduced if such a separation existed and its hybridization if any.

Corn (processed)

The Areppa Matrix

Paramo Chingaza

Highway pit stop to Armero

Armero

Medellin

Manizalles
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AREPAS: An Investigation Into the Material Flows of a Landscape
Through its Food Practices
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`

Home
Resource Region
Stage 1 : Value systems that are prevalent are ecocentric
and indigenous in nature by the original inhabitants.

MONETAR Y VALUE
SYSTEMS

ECOCENTRIC VALUE
SYSTEMS

TECHNOCE NTR IC VALUE
SYSTEMS

HUMAN CE NTR IC VALUE
SYSTEMS

NATION BASED VALUE
SYSTEMS

The landscape thus corresponds to this set of value
systems, where the forest ecosystems may be conjectured
to be interspersed with smaller farms by the indigeous
groups living within these terrains. Where a high species
diversity as well as complete independence and access
to the essential resources of land, air and water may be
possible.
INDIGENOUS VALUE
SYSTEMS

CASE III: MANIZALES

ACCESS TO PRODUCTIVITY AND
INDEPENDENCE

`

`

`

`

`

`

ACCESS TO RESOURCES

BIODIVERSITY AND
SPECIES RICHNESS

CHANGE IN
HYDROLOGY

CHANGE IN
RESILLIENCE

CHANGE IN
CAPACITY TO SELF
ORGANISE

CHANGE IN
INTERGENERATIONAL
EQUITY

Synthesis of present and future scenarios
Indigenous Value system : Change at Regional scale with increase in species biodiversity
Nation based balue system : hamlet level access to productive sources reduces
Human centric value system : Access to productive sources like land and water increases
Technocentric: Species diversity as well as access to productive sources of income increases
Eco centric Value system : Change at Regional scale with increase in species biodiversity
Monetary value system : hamlet level access to productive sources reduces

Stage 2 : Value systems change towards being more human centric and monetary.
The corresponding landuse is now coffee plantations all across a certain elevation
cutting down the forest ecosystem, here priority is given to the crop itself and to
achieve maximum produce. Due to the one dimensional nature of the ecosystem,
it is more susceptible to crop failure due to bugs and parasitic elements. Here the
resource region expands exponentially as values ascribes are towards monetary
gains.

23

Stage 3 : Value
systems ascribes
are more techno
centric, ecocentric
and monetary in
nature.
The corresponding
landuse showcases an attempt to
rehabilitate a more
diverse ecosystem
yet earn economical benefits out of
the same.

22
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V A S TAV I T K A B H A G AT is a recent graduate of architecture from the Sir
J.J. College of Architecture, Mumbai. She is currently working as a research
fellow/associate and a teaching assistant at the School of Environment and
Architecture, Mumbai. Vastavikta has worked and collaborated with institutions and professionals such as KRVIA design cell, Vandana Ranjit Sinh
and Ratan Batliboi on various mapping, urban design and documentation
projects situated in eco-sensitive landscapes and historic precincts in India.

E M M A P O D I E T Z is a Master’s student in landscape architecture at the
University of Maryland. Her research interests include the integration of science and design methodologies, ecological design, and resilience planning.
She is currently working on the planting design component of a regional
effort to enhance urban biodiversity in Central Maryland and beyond. Previously, she studied art, environmental studies, Latin American studies, and
Geographic Information Systems, and worked in the bicycle industry for
several years.

K I R K G O R D O N is a freelance graphic designer and recent graduate of the
University of Virginia’s Master of Landscape Architecture program, where his
thesis research explored the physical and socioecological impacts of digital
industry. He holds undergraduate degrees in plant biology and zoology and
has previous experience in horticulture and social impact design. He was
born and raised in southern Iowa.

L I LY R A P H A E L has worked in Indigenous and Afro-Ecuadorian communities in Ecuador, supporting local leaders, women’s organizations and
youth groups on initiatives related to sustainable development, social impact
and the revitalization of traditional ecological knowledge. She designed and
delivered educational programming for youth experiencing homelessness
in Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky. She obtained her Bachelor’s degree in
International Development at McGill University and is currently completing
her Master’s in Community and Regional Planning at the University of British
Columbia.

E L O Í S A B A L I E I R O I K E D A is a PHD researcher in Fluvial Metropolis
Group, at the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism of University of Sao
Paulo (FAUUSP), Brazil. She studies and develop projects of architecture
for urban rivers since 2011 and has her master degree at FAU-USP in this
subject. Eloísa has a professional degree at the same school and a Masters degree from École Nationale Supèrieure d’Architecture de Grenoble,
France. She teaches architecture and urbanism at Municipal University of
São Caetano do Sul. Her work in architecture also includes house units and
furniture design.

R I A N R O O N E Y recently graduated from the Harvard Graduate School
of Design with a master’s degree in urban planning. At Harvard, Rian’s work
focused on energy, infrastructure, post-disaster reconstruction, and climaterelated land use changes. Prior to graduate school, he worked in digital
advertising at Tumblr and Fast Company. In 2012, he co-founded Latienda,
an arts and exhibition space in Medellín. Rian grew up in Connecticut and
lived in New York before attending graduate school.

A R I E L L E M I L K M A N is a Denver-based ethnographer focused on community organizing and city planning. She is interested in storytelling through
audio, writing and participatory mapping projects. She is currently a PhD
student in Cultural Anthropology at the University of Colorado, Boulder.

A M Y W I L L O X is an advisor on sustainable development and environmental planning based in London. She has five years of experience working on
programmes centred on inclusive access to land, housing and infrastructure
in rural Guatemala, as well as improving the climate resilience of urban
residents in East Africa. Her previous research explored the contestations of
land tenure systems and environmental protection governance of urban and
peri-urban ecosystems. Amy holds an MSc in Environment and Sustainable
Development from the Development Planning Unit, The Bartlett, University
College London.

Y U R I PA Z is a Civil Engineer with a Master’s degree in Geotechnics from
the University of Brasília. His research focuses on Geoenviromental areas,
studying the transport of contaminants in soils and remediation techniques,
as well as on the economic and environmental impact of port activities and
inland navigation development. Nowadays he works with transport and
logistics, supporting planning process of the Brazilian port sector, in cooperation with the Federal Government and the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC), participating on the elaboration of national strategic planning
and the master plans of the Brazilian Port Complexes.

E R I C H W O L F F is a Civil and Geotechnical Engineer working in the planning sector of the Brazilian government. His experience with infrastructure
involves the fields of sanitation, highways and ports. Currently, he is pursuing a PhD in Architecture at Monash University (Australia) where he is
engaged in teaching and research on ecological infrastructure systems. He
is interested in the unpredictable interface between infrastructure, ecology,
human communities and resilience to natural disasters.
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Faculty and Lecturers
C O R E F A C U LT Y

S U P P O R T I N G F A C U LT Y

These core faculty members were working with students
for a minimum of one week each, some were involved from
the beginning to the end program:

Visiting experts in various disciplines. Time with team
varied but always included lectures and generally some
field work:

MICHAEL BEN-ELI
Noted systems thinker and pioneer in sustainability-focused
education models
Founder, The Sustainability Laboratory
PhD Cybernetics, Brunel University
Architectural Association of London
STEPHANIE CARLISLE
Lecturer, University of Pennsylvania School of Design
Principal & Environmental Researcher, Kieran-Timberlake
Architects
BA, Wesleyan University
M.E.M., Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies
M. Arch, Yale School of Architecture
KEVIN BONE
Architect, Bone-Levine Architects
Founding Director, Cooper Union Institute for Sustainable Design
Director of Field Stations Programming, Wright-Ingraham Institute
Partner, Bone Levine Architects
BRENDAN DOYLE
Field Stations Program Advisor, Wright-Ingraham Institute
Former Senior Advisor, US Environmental Protection Agency
MCRP, UC Berkeley
MPP, Harvard University
MPRE, Georgetown University
D AV I D G O U V E R N E U R
Authority on the informal settlements of Latin America
Associate Professor of Practice, University of Pennsylvania, Dept.
of Landscape Architecture
M. Arch Urban Design, Harvard University
Universidad Metropolitana de Caracas
NICOLAS PEVZNER
Senior Lecturer, University of Pennsylvania, Department of
Landscape Architecture
B. Arch, The Cooper Union
MLA, University of Pennsylvania School of Design
ANDREA PINOCHET
Architect, Engineer
Associate Director, Field Stations
Founder and Principal, +groma architecture
Instructor, Hong Kong University
M. Arch, Cooper Union
Polytechnic University of Barcelona
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E D U A R D O A M AT
Researcher / Forensic Entomologist, Tecnológico de
Antioquia, School of Forensic Sciences
MSc, Entomology, Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazônia
JUSTO AROSEMENA
Research Director, Fundación Amazonas
B. Arch, Yale University
J A I M E E D U A R D O AV E L L A N E D A
Industrial Engineer, Universidad Agraria
Native of Páramo de Chingaza; Manager, Reserva El Palmar
Representative for the International Congress of Páramos
C R I S T I N A AV E L L A N E D A
Sabedora local (local historian), degree in food processing
DIANA BARRERA
Architect
BArch, Pontifica Universidad Javeriana
ISABEL BASOMBRÍO
Architect / Project Leader
Center for Urban and Environmental Studies (Urbam) at
Universidad EAFIT
BArch, Universidad de Buenos Aires
Masters, Urban & Environmental Processes, Universidad EAFIT
C A R L O S A N D R É S B E TA N C U R C .
Co-director of Design, Director of Landscape Architecture & CIO,
OPUS
Architect, Master of Landscape Design (UPB)
Professor at the School of Architecture (UPB)
DIEGO ALBERTO BERNAL LOPEZ
Ecotourism Entrepreneur, Finca el Prado
La Danta, Municipality of Sonsón, Antioquia, Colombia
K AT R I N A B L A I R
Botanist
Founder, Turtle Lake Wildlife Refuge
Author, “The Wild Wisdom of Weeds”
N ATA L I A C A S TA Ñ O C Á R D E N A S
Architect / Project Coordinator
Center for Urban and Environmental Studies (Urbam) at
Universidad EAFIT
BArch, Universidad Nacional de Colombia
Master’s Degree, Landscape, Environment and City, Universidad
Nacional de La Plata

CLAUDIA DURANA
Economist, University of the Andes
Silvopasture expert, Finca el Silencio
PhD Candidate, Agricultural Economics and Environmental
Science, Institute of Rural Studies (IER), Universidad Javeriana

C A R L O S D AV I D M O N T O YA
Co-Founder, Director, OPUS Landscape Architecture
Masters, Landscape Architecture, Universidad Pontifica Bolivariana
Medellín
Architect, Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana

ALEJANDRO ECHEVERRI
Cofounder & Director of Urbam at Universidad EAFIT
Loeb Fellow, Harvard GSD
Alejandro Echeverri + Valencia Arquitectos
Doctorate of Urbanism, University of Barcelona

NICOLÁS PELÁEZ RESTREPO
Biologist, Orchid Specialist
Postdoctoral Research Fellow, California Institute of Technology
PhD, Biology, Northwestern University

J U A N PA B L O E C H E V E R R I
Coffee farmer
Director, Hacienda Valencia
Manizales, Antioquia
BArch, Universidad Pontifica Bolivariana
M A R I A V A L E N C I A G A I TA N
Architect & community activist
Former Minister of Habitation of Bogotá (2012)
Architect, Universidad de los Andes
Master’s Degree, Urban History and Civilization, School of High
Studies in Social Sciences, Paris
Doctoral Candidate, University of Lyon, France
FELIPE GUERRA ARJONA
Co-founder, Altiplano, CAMPO
Adjunct Professor, Universidad de los Andes, Universidad
Javeriana
PhD Candidate, Philosophy, Art and Critical Theory Program, EGS
(European Graduate School)
CIELO MARÍA HOLGUÍN RAMÍREZ
Community organizer, Moravia, Medellin
Co-founder of Urban Oasis
2019 Echoing Green Global Fellow
FERNEY ISAZA
Local guide, Rio Claro and Magdalena Watershed
D AV I D K E N N E Y
President & Executive Director
VertueLab, Portland, Oregon
MBA, Stanford University
O S C A R L AV E R D E
Ornithologist
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana
PhD, Biology, Universidad de los Andes
MSc, Ecology and Evolution, Universiteit Van Amsterdam
JUAN JACOBO MOLINA
Architect, Urbanist
Director, Centros Urbanos Design Studio option, Pontificia
Universidad Javeriana

JORGE ENRIQUE ROJAS (KORRIQUE)
Veterinarian
Manager, Livestock, Jesuit Company, Colombia
FELIPE RODRIGUEZ
Urbanist, architect and designer
Degrees in Architecture, Industrial Design, Universidad de los
Andes
Postgraduate Degree in Urban Studies, Strelka Institute for Media,
Architecture and Design in Moscow
Founder and Partner, Taller Territorio, Bogotá
TAT I A N A S A N J U A N
Mycologist / Biologist
PhD, Biological Science
University of Antioquia
G A B R I E L VA L D E R R A M A
Colombian Government
Lecture on History of Conflict and Disaster Recovery
A Í D A M A R C E L A V A S C O PA L A C I O S
Professor of Mycology, University of Antioquia
School of Microbiology
PhD, Biology, Utrecht University
MSc, Biology, University of Antioquia
SIMÓN VÉLEZ
Architect – GIGAGRASS
Universidad de los Andes
T Y L E R VA N G E M E R T
Environmental Biologist
Licensed Acupuncturist, Master of Traditional Oriental Medicine
Founder of Mountain Medicine Acupuncture in Durango, CO, USA
MARCELO VILLEGAS
Bamboo products designer and manufacturer
Manizales, Antioquia
KEZIA WRIGHT
Venture Investor, Amaranthine
Trinity College Dublin
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Acknowledgements
During summer 2019, the Wright-Ingraham
Institute sponsored its first educational program
since the late 1980s. Over my 30-plus years
teaching in higher education, the 2019 Field
Stations Workshop was one of the most rewarding
experiences of my career. It was rewarding in
many ways, but what I found most exciting was
our community of inspired and inspiring people.
I would like to acknowledge those who helped
realize this exceptional educational experience.
In 2017, the Institute had no permanent staff or
facilities and had not organized an independent
program for decades. We had an inspiring
educational model and shared learnings to work
from, but not much more. In 2017, members of the
Board of Directors—Brendan Doyle, Anna Grady,
Catherine Ingraham, Frank Miller, and myself—
voted to launch a pilot Field Stations program
based in Colombia, South America. Brendan Doyle
and I quickly organized a planning team by drawing
on our Colorado (USA) Field Station experiences.
Colleagues in the fields of environmental policy,
planning, and architecture lent vital support
and critical thinking to developing a curriculum
development and faculty planning workshop in
Bogotá, Colombia, in 2018. This workshop was
followed by the 2019 workshop that included 10
students from around the world and numerous
faculty members.
Our team engaged Andrea Pinochet, an exceptional
educator who teaches design and engineering
from both the perspectives of science and art.
Andrea helped to organize the program, teach
during workshops, and set up the networks and
connections that made it possible for us to begin
our work in the remarkable—but very challenging—
environments of Colombia.
Earlier in 2017, I met Nicholas Pevzner, a
Cooper Union graduate who now teaches in
the University of Pennsylvania’s Department of
Landscape Architecture. Nick’s work, at the nexus
of environment, energy, and landscape, was well
suited to the interdisciplinary approach we were
exploring for our new program. Nick and University
of Pennsylvania colleague David Gouverneur led
several workshop sessions that were at the core
of our curricula. Professor David Gouverneur is
an authority on the informal settlements of Latin
America. David brought his deep knowledge of
informal settlements to a curriculum rooted in an
investigation of rural landscapes. It became an
essential part of the program. He was an excellent
teammate and creative spirit who helped open

our eyes to remarkable advances in both urban and rural
sustainability in Colombia.
Nick Pevzner also introduced us to Stephanie Carlisle,
a principal researcher at KieranTimberlake Architects, a
firm that leads the industry in building technology and
sustainability. Stephanie is also a lecturer at the University
of Pennsylvania Stuart Weitzman School of Design and a
Co-Editor-In-Chief of Scenario Journal. Stephanie and Nick
taught landscape ecology and analysis during the 2019
workshop. She and Nick led study tours to compare two
nearby rural settlements that showed the stark contrasts
between a “company town” at the gate of a large mining
and cement factory and a ranching, cooperative mining
town that is reclaiming former mines and biodiversity,
developing eco-tourism and sequestering carbon through
forestation.
Al Appleton, the former Commissioner of the New York
City Department of Environmental Protection, has spent a
lifetime teaching and working toward sustainability. The trip
in 2018 was not easy for Al, as he was dealing with health
complications, but his stamina, his commitment, and
most importantly his vision of what we should be aspiring
toward was incredibly important. Al has long argued that
any truly viable sustainability plan must include working
rural landscapes and watershed-based conservation of
resources.
David Gouverneur introduced us to Colombia’s innovative
urban designers and planners who helped conceive and
realize Medellín’s urban renewal. Our guides included
Natalia Castaño Cárdenas and Isabel Basombrío, architects
with the Center for Urban and Environmental Studies
(Urbam) at the Universidad EAFIT in Medellín, Alejandro
Echeverri, co-founder and director of Urbam at EAFIT, and
Carlos David Montoya, an architect with OPUS, Landscape
Architecture. These generous interlocutors are international
leaders in addressing urban problems. We also met
several community organizers and leaders who led the
transformation of informal settlements into infrastructureconnected neighborhoods that are now part of the urban
fabric of Medellín. One such neighborhood we toured
is Moravia, formerly an informal community located on
Medellín’s municipal landfill, and now a hub for culture, art
and urban agriculture.
Michael Ben-Eli is the founder of The Sustainability
Laboratory, a globally recognized systems thinker, and
a pioneer in sustainability-focused educational models.
During the 2019 workshop, Michael led several lectures and
discussions of systems dynamics, sustainability concepts,
and his project experiences in Israel and Costa Rica.

stakeholders worked with us. Most importantly, the
wonderful, enthusiastic, and tireless Justo Arosemena.
Justo is the research director for the Fundación Amazonas,
the group that oversees studies of the Río Claro Reserva,
a national treasure. He has family roots in the Antioquia
region and deep knowledge of the history, geology,
hydrology, economies, local populations, and politics of
the area. Justo introduced us to many remarkable people
who worked with the students, including local guide Ferney
Isaza and a team of archaeologists documenting the
dwellings in the caves of the Karst formations of the Río
Claro Valley. Justo also helped the students with research,
logistics, and community engagement.
In the natural sciences and humanities, we benefited from
the expertise of Oscar Laverde, an ornithologist from
the Pontificia Universidad Javeriana in Bogotá ; Eduardo
Amat, researcher and forensic entomologist from the
Tecnológico De Antioquia School of Forensic Science; Aida
Vasco, mycologist from the University of Antioquia (Aida
was really inspiring and enthusiastic about her work with
fungi!); mycologist Tatiana Sanjuan, Katrina Blair, botanist
and author of The Wild Wisdom of Weeds (Katrina had us
eating our way across the landscape with the plants she
knew); Tatiana Perez Osorio, a photographer documenting
the lives of women in informal settlements; and Nicolás
Peláez Restrepo, a plant geneticist at the California Institute
of Technology, who shared his knowledge of the more than
2000 orchid species throughout the region.
There were countless hosts who welcomed us in their
homes, in their offices, and on their farms, who contributed
in ways large and small. In general, our experience was that
the people of Colombia went out of their way to share their
incredible landscapes, their culture, their history, and the
challenges they face in the future. I remain grateful to them
all.
I would like to offer a special thanks to the family of Juan
Fernando Arosemena who hosted participants at the Río
Claro Bioreserva and Montes Claros. Sadly, Fernando
passed away before he had a chance to receive his copy of
this report.
This report was written and compiled by Emma Podietz,
Brendan Doyle, Kirk Gordon, and myself based on the
presentations and projects carried out by workshop
participants.
KEVIN BONE, ACTING PROGRAM DIRECTOR
J U LY 1 , 2 0 2 0

In addition to the faculty mentioned above, a remarkable
group of supporting scientists, researchers, and local

David Gouverneur teaches Arielle and Amy how to make
arepas for a group breakfast in Río Claro.
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